


The Singapore Aerospace Technology and Engineering Conference (SATEC) 2020, held in conjunction with 
the Singapore Airshow, is jointly organised by the Republic of Singapore Air Force, Air Engineering and Logistics 
Department (RSAF, AELD) and the Singapore Institute of Aerospace Engineers (SIAE).

This biennial conference provides a platform for engineers and researchers from the defence, industry and 
academia to present and discuss key developments and advancements in aerospace technology and engineering.

SATEC has a long and illustrious history dating back to 2004, with the RSAF and SIAE coming together to jointly 
organise the biennial New Challenges in Aerospace Technology and Maintenance Conference (NCATMC). The 
NCATMC was subsequently renamed SATEC since 2012.
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The Republic of Singapore Air Force, Air Engineering and Logistics Department (RSAF, AELD) and the Singapore Institute 
of Aerospace Engineers (SIAE) warmly welcome all participants to the Singapore Aerospace Technology and Engineering 
Conference (SATEC) 2020. The theme for this year is Transforming Aerospace Through Innovation, focusing on the innovative 
use of technology to meet new and evolving challenges in the aerospace industry.

We are honoured to have Mr Joseph Leong Weng Keong, Permanent Secretary (Defence Development), Ministry of Defence, 
Singapore, as our Guest of Honour, as well as Mr Bruno Sainjon, Chairman of French aeronautics, space and defense research 
lab ONERA, Professor Jonathan Cooper FRAeS, President of the Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS) and Mr Terence Emmert, 
Principal Deputy Director of Defense Research and Engineering for Advanced Capabilities (PD, DDRE(AC)) as our Distinguished  
Guest Speakers.

This morning we are also joined by Plenary Speakers, ME7 Tay Gek Peng, Deputy Head Air Engineering & Logistics (Supply 
Chain Engineering & Plans), RSAF, Professor Kirill Sypalo, General Director of the Russian Central Aerohydrodynamic Institute 
(TsAGI) and Professor James Wang, Director of eVTOL Research and Innovation Centre, Nanyang Technological University 
(NTU).

More than 30 speakers from the military, industry and academia will share on their recent work during the afternoon breakout 
sessions. The presentations span a wide range of aviation topics, ranging from Structures and application of Additive 
Manufacturing to development of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and Industry 4.0 technologies for maintenance and 
operations, and other advanced engineering topics like Computational Fluid Dynamics. We also have a dedicated session 
to showcase some of the work done by our Air Force Engineers in collaboration with our strategic partners in the industry.

Through the presentations and discussions, we hope to spur further interest in R&D on the various applications to the 
aerospace industry. We believe the conference will enhance the intellectual capital of the aerospace industry and promote 
greater understanding and cooperation between the military, aviation companies and institutions.

Our appreciation goes out to all our sponsors, partners and participants who have contributed towards the success of the 
conference. We are confident that SATEC 2020 will be an enjoyable, engaging and fulfilling experience for you.

Yours Sincerely,

PREFACE

ME7 Timothy Yap Soon Haw
Head Air Engineering & Logistics 
Republic of Singapore Air Force

Mr Lim Yeow Khee BBM
Hon F.SIAE, FRAeS, A/Prof(Adj) NTU
President, SIAE
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The Singapore Institute of Aerospace Engineers (SIAE) is a non-profit organisation, dedicated to aviation safety 
and aerospace technology. Since its formation in 1975, the institute has provided aerospace engineers and 
professionals with opportunities to exchange ideas and share knowledge for their professional development 
which has contributed much to the vibrant aerospace industry in Singapore.

SIAE’s continuing education programmes have upgraded aerospace engineers and maintain a pool of certified 
personnel to support the aerospace industry. Our professional development centre, Air Transport Training College 
Pte Ltd (ATTC) conducts aviation courses and organises seminars and conferences to update our members on the 
latest developments in aerospace technology.

Building an aviation culture for the Next Generation of Aviation Professionals will be the main focus in the coming 
years. SIAE is supporting government efforts to promote Aerospace Workforce Skills Qualification to maintain our 
competitive edge in this fast moving industry.

We are the Corporate Partner of the Royal Aeronautical Society of UK, a Charter Member of the Association of 
Aerospace Industries (Singapore) and a member of the International Federation of Airworthiness.

The Republic of Singapore Air Force (RSAF) is an operationally ready Air Force, equipped with various platforms 
and systems to safeguard our airspace 24/7. Our multi-layered air defence shield comprises Fighters, Ground-
based Air Defence systems, and Surveillance Radars. From our modest beginnings of a basic Singapore Air 
Defence Command in 1968, the last five decades saw the rapid transformation of the RSAF into a cutting-edge 
3rd Generation Air Force, which is the Full Spectrum, Integrated and Ready.

Air Engineering and Logistics Department (AELD) is a staff department in HQ RSAF. AELD provides engineering 
support as well as formulates doctrines, policies and plans for the maintenance and material support of RSAF 
assets. AELD also identifies, acquires and integrates new systems and platforms, draws up logistics plans, service 
instructions and policies, as well as performs quality assurance services.
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Senior Principal Engineer ME7 Stewart Ng joined the RSAF in 1990 and was awarded 
the Defence Technology Training Award (Overseas). He graduated from the University 
of Leeds, UK with a Bachelor’s Degree in Electronic and Electrical Engineering (1st 
Class Honours). In 2001, he was awarded the SAF Overseas Postgraduate Scholarship 
where he was conferred with his Master of Science in Electrical Engineering from 
the Naval Postgraduate School, California, USA. ME7 Ng also holds a Master of 
International Business Administration from University of Wollongong, Australia and 
a Master of Arts in Political Sciences from University of Haifa, Israel.

For his advanced military training, ME7 Ng graduated from the National Defence 
College with Distinction. He also attended the Singapore Command and Staff 
College, SAFTI-MI and was a proud recipient of the Distinguished Graduate 
Award; where he participated in Joint Warfare Exercise at Australian Command 
and Staff College (ACSC). In addition, he graduated from an International Aviation 
Senior Commanders Course at the Air Force Command and War College, Chinese 
People’s Liberation Army. ME7 Ng has served in various staff and command 
appointments in Air Power Generation Command and HQ RSAF-Air Engineering 
and Logistics Department. These include Deputy Commander Paya Lebar Air Base, 
Deputy Commander Sembawang Air Base, Commander Air Force Supply Centre, 
Commanding Officer 815 Squadron. 

For his significant contributions to the SAF, ME7 Ng was awarded with the National 
Day Award – The Commendation Medal (Pingat Kepujian) in 2013 and The Long 
Service Medal (Pingat Bakti Setia) in 2016.

ORGANISING COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRMAN

ME7 STEWART NG, PP, PBS

HEAD WEAPON SYSTEMS CENTRE
REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE AIR FORCE
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Mr Hung is Founder and President of the Singapore Space and Technology 
Association (SSTA, estd. 2007), Singapore’s lead, industry organisation focused on 
developing the space technology industry. 

SSTA supports all elements of space activity in Singapore, ranging from engagements 
with foreign space agencies, working with space industry chiefs and top research 
organisations spanning the globe. It also supports a range of start-ups, innovators 
and venture capitalists, and provides technical training to companies entering the 
industry.

His international work experience includes management roles with the Contraves 
Group, CAE Inc., ST Engineering Electronics and Flex, where he is credited for 
establishing and leading their successful Advanced Incubation Centre in Asia.

Earlier in his career, Mr Hung was in government service as Centre Director for 
Middle East & North Africa Operations at the Singapore Economic Development 
Board (EDB). There, he handled portfolios in aerospace, marine/offshore and super 
yacht sectors. In particular, he led the development of the space incubator unit that 
is presently EDB’s space office. 

Mr Hung currently serves on the Board of the Air Transport Training College, 
Synspective Pte. Ltd., Space Generation Advisory Council, International Lunar 
Observatory Association, and is an ExCom Member of the Japanese Space Agency’s 
Asia Pacific Regional Space Agency Forum. 

He also serves as:

• Advisor to Transcelestial Technologies Pte. Ltd.

• Advisor to NuSpace, an NUS STAR Labs spin-off

• Member, Airbus STAR Programme

• Member, Singapore Tourism Board CAP Programme

Jonathan graduated Magna Cum Laude from Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, 
double majoring in Aerospace Science and Aviation Business Administration.

ORGANISING COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRMAN

MR JONATHAN HUNG 
VICE-PRESIDENT
SINGAPORE INSTITUTE OF AEROSPACE ENGINEERS
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0730 Registration

0830

Welcome Address
ME7 Timothy Yap Soon Haw
Head Air Engineering and Logistics (HAEL), Republic of Singapore Air Force (RSAF)

Mr Lim Yeow Khee BBM
President, Singapore Institute of Aerospace Engineers (SIAE)

0900

Keynote Address by Guest of Honour

Mr Joseph Leong Weng Keong
Permanent Secretary (Defence Development), Ministry of Defence  
Second Permanent Secretary (Communications and Information), Ministry of 
Communications and Information
Second Permanent Secretary (Cybersecurity), Prime Minister’s Office

0920

Speech by Distinguished Guest Speakers

Mr Bruno Sainjon
Chairman, Office National d’Etudes et de Recherches Aérospatiales (ONERA)

Professor Jonathan Cooper FRAeS
President, Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS)

1000 Tea Break

1030

Speech by Distinguished Guest Speakers

Mr Terence Emmert
Principal Deputy Director, Defense Research and Engineering for Advanced 
Capabilities (DDRE(AC))

1050

Plenary Discussion and Q&A

ME7 Tay Gek Peng
Deputy Head Air Engineering & Logistics (Supply Chain Engineering & 
Plans), Republic of Singapore Air Force (RSAF)

Professor Kirill Sypalo
General Director at the Central Aerohydrodynamic Institute named after 
Professor N.E. Zhukovsky (TsAGI)

Professor James Wang
Director, eVTOL Research and Innovation Centre, Nanyang Technological 
University (NTU)

1200 Lunch Break
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SESSION TIMING
TRACK 1 

Structures & Additive  
Manufacturing

TRACK 2 
Unmanned Aerial  

Vehicles (UAV)

TRACK 3  
4th Industrial  

Revolution (4IR)

TRACK 4  
Advanced  

Engineering Topics

TRACK 5 

RSAF Indigenous Projects

1300

Defect Inspection, Testing and Repair 
Methods for Damaged Prepreg Composites of 
Aircraft Structures 
Dr Hamid Saeedipour 
Republic Polytechnic (RP)

Expanding the Full Potential of Drone 
Operation through Beyond Visual Line of 
Sight (BVLOS) 
Mr Chok Ng Yong 
ST Engineering Aerospace

Automating Aerial Refueling 
Operations 
Mr Juan Cabrera García-Ochoa 
Airbus Defence and Space

The Impact of Aviation 4.0 on Aircraft 
Maintenance Processes 
Ts. Ricky Liew Chee Leong 
SR Aviation Sdn Bhd

Enhancing Diagnostics for the Fighters’ 
Environmental Control System (ECS) 
ME4 Toh Leh Hwang Jeremy, ME4 Pang He Li 
Republic of Singapore Air Force

1330

Additive Manufacturing for Aircraft Spares & 
Repairs
Mr Daniel Braley 
Boeing Global Services

Drone Detection Trajectory Tracking by 
Coordinated Imaged-Based Dynamic 3D 
Localizations 
Dr Sutthiphong ‘Spot’ Srigrarom 
National University of Singapore (NUS)

Deep Learning for Maintenance 
Applications 
Mr Ziv Freund 
Elbit Systems EW & SIGINT – Elisra Ltd

Looking Ahead: Latest Innovation 
to Meet the Key Challenges for the 
Aerospace Sector 
Mr Vincent Caulet 
Cetim - Centre Technique des Industries 
Mécaniques

Data Analytics for UAV 
ME4 Adrian Tan Tze En 
Republic of Singapore Air Force

1400

Damage Resistance Studies of Composite 
Materials Configurations for Primary Airframe 
Structure 
Assoc Prof Sunil Chandrakant Joshi 
Nanyang Technological University (NTU)

“How to prevent a Hybrid VTOL Fixed-Wing 
UAV from flipping?” An Aerodynamics and 
Controls Perspective 
Mr Goh Chian Yeh 
DSO National Laboratories

Digital Twinning – The Next Step in 
Aircraft Health Monitoring 
Mr Roger Kong 
Kalibre Group

Application of Unsteady CFD Simulation 
for Preliminary Assessment of Aircraft 
Performance 
Mr Voo Keng Soon 
DSO National Laboratories

Lightning Detection System 
ME5 Eng Kwee Guan 
Republic of Singapore Air Force

1430 Tea Break Tea Break Tea Break Tea Break Tea Break

1500

Optimizing Aircraft Structures for the Life 
Cycle: The Special Case of Composites 
Mr Ong Chin Jie, Michael 
Singapore University of Technology and Design 
(SUTD)

Development of Fixed-Wing Vertical Takeoff 
and Landing Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Model 
Mr Lim Kin Yip Shawn, Ms Foo En Kyi, Mr Lee 
Wen Jie, Alvin 
Nanyang Technological University (NTU)

Context-Driven Failure Prediction 
Algorithm for Predictive Maintenance of 
Aircraft Engines 
Dr Saeil Lee 
ST Engineering

Overview on Aerospace Gears: From 
Robust Design to Failure Analysis 
Mr Robert Shandro 
Matcor Technology & Services Pte Ltd

Application of Cold Spray as a Repair 
Method for Aircraft Strutures 
ME4 Kelvin Bi 
Republic of Singapore Air Force 
Mr Kelvin Loke 
ST Engineering Land Systems

1530

Improving Surface Integrity of Aerospace 
Components Using Laser Shock Peening 
Dr Niroj Maharjan 
Agency for Science, Technology and Research 
(A*STAR)

Monitoring of Large Membrane Structures 
Using Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Assisted 
Photogrammetry 
Prof Chiu Wing Kong 
Monash University

Advanced Identity Management System 
for Smart Airbase 
Mr Fabrice Godeau 
Vision-Box

Innovation for Global Pilot Flight 
Equipments (PFE) 
Mr Richard Mears 
Survitec Group

Methodology for the Extension of 
Engine Overhaul 
ME5 Kyaw Kyaw Htyn 
Republic of Singapore Air Force

1600

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in 
Additive Manufacturing 
Mr Darin DiTommaso 
GE Aviation

VTOL Platforms in Maritime Operations: 
Challenges and Capabilities 
Mr David Willems 
UMS SKELDAR

Accelerating Digital Transformation in 
Aerospace and Defense Industry 
Dr Vincent Chai 
CAD-IT Consultant Asia Pte Ltd

The F135 – The Result of Fighter Engine 
Technical Evolution and Innovation 
Mr James Fellenstein 
Pratt & Whitney

Enhancing UAS Operating Safety and 
Risk Assessment 
ME4 Oh Shan Chun, ME4 Lee Jiyou 
Republic of Singapore Air Force

1630

Carbon-Scrim Supported Electrically 
Conductive Adhesive Joints for Aerospace 
Applications 
Mr Dharun Vadugappatty Srinivasan 
Nanyang Technological University (NTU)

Required Communications Performance for 
Urban UAS Operations 
Mr Zi Huang 
Nova Systems Asia

Predictive Maintenance by SmartCraft 
–  Artificial Intelligence Cloud-Based 
Platform for Aircraft 
Ms Sarit Assaraf 
Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI)

Advances in the Pilot Life Support 
System 
Mr Steven Peake 
Cobham Mission Systems

Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD) Simulation of Helicopter with 
Underslung Load 
Asst Prof Ng Bing Feng 
Nanyang Technological University (NTU) 
ME4A Ashley Anil Saran 
Republic of Singapore Air Force
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RSAF Indigenous Projects

1300

Defect Inspection, Testing and Repair 
Methods for Damaged Prepreg Composites of 
Aircraft Structures 
Dr Hamid Saeedipour 
Republic Polytechnic (RP)

Expanding the Full Potential of Drone 
Operation through Beyond Visual Line of 
Sight (BVLOS) 
Mr Chok Ng Yong 
ST Engineering Aerospace

Automating Aerial Refueling 
Operations 
Mr Juan Cabrera García-Ochoa 
Airbus Defence and Space

The Impact of Aviation 4.0 on Aircraft 
Maintenance Processes 
Ts. Ricky Liew Chee Leong 
SR Aviation Sdn Bhd

Enhancing Diagnostics for the Fighters’ 
Environmental Control System (ECS) 
ME4 Toh Leh Hwang Jeremy, ME4 Pang He Li 
Republic of Singapore Air Force

1330

Additive Manufacturing for Aircraft Spares & 
Repairs
Mr Daniel Braley 
Boeing Global Services

Drone Detection Trajectory Tracking by 
Coordinated Imaged-Based Dynamic 3D 
Localizations 
Dr Sutthiphong ‘Spot’ Srigrarom 
National University of Singapore (NUS)

Deep Learning for Maintenance 
Applications 
Mr Ziv Freund 
Elbit Systems EW & SIGINT – Elisra Ltd

Looking Ahead: Latest Innovation 
to Meet the Key Challenges for the 
Aerospace Sector 
Mr Vincent Caulet 
Cetim - Centre Technique des Industries 
Mécaniques

Data Analytics for UAV 
ME4 Adrian Tan Tze En 
Republic of Singapore Air Force

1400

Damage Resistance Studies of Composite 
Materials Configurations for Primary Airframe 
Structure 
Assoc Prof Sunil Chandrakant Joshi 
Nanyang Technological University (NTU)

“How to prevent a Hybrid VTOL Fixed-Wing 
UAV from flipping?” An Aerodynamics and 
Controls Perspective 
Mr Goh Chian Yeh 
DSO National Laboratories

Digital Twinning – The Next Step in 
Aircraft Health Monitoring 
Mr Roger Kong 
Kalibre Group

Application of Unsteady CFD Simulation 
for Preliminary Assessment of Aircraft 
Performance 
Mr Voo Keng Soon 
DSO National Laboratories

Lightning Detection System 
ME5 Eng Kwee Guan 
Republic of Singapore Air Force

1430 Tea Break Tea Break Tea Break Tea Break Tea Break

1500

Optimizing Aircraft Structures for the Life 
Cycle: The Special Case of Composites 
Mr Ong Chin Jie, Michael 
Singapore University of Technology and Design 
(SUTD)

Development of Fixed-Wing Vertical Takeoff 
and Landing Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Model 
Mr Lim Kin Yip Shawn, Ms Foo En Kyi, Mr Lee 
Wen Jie, Alvin 
Nanyang Technological University (NTU)

Context-Driven Failure Prediction 
Algorithm for Predictive Maintenance of 
Aircraft Engines 
Dr Saeil Lee 
ST Engineering

Overview on Aerospace Gears: From 
Robust Design to Failure Analysis 
Mr Robert Shandro 
Matcor Technology & Services Pte Ltd

Application of Cold Spray as a Repair 
Method for Aircraft Strutures 
ME4 Kelvin Bi 
Republic of Singapore Air Force 
Mr Kelvin Loke 
ST Engineering Land Systems

1530

Improving Surface Integrity of Aerospace 
Components Using Laser Shock Peening 
Dr Niroj Maharjan 
Agency for Science, Technology and Research 
(A*STAR)

Monitoring of Large Membrane Structures 
Using Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Assisted 
Photogrammetry 
Prof Chiu Wing Kong 
Monash University

Advanced Identity Management System 
for Smart Airbase 
Mr Fabrice Godeau 
Vision-Box

Innovation for Global Pilot Flight 
Equipments (PFE) 
Mr Richard Mears 
Survitec Group

Methodology for the Extension of 
Engine Overhaul 
ME5 Kyaw Kyaw Htyn 
Republic of Singapore Air Force

1600

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in 
Additive Manufacturing 
Mr Darin DiTommaso 
GE Aviation

VTOL Platforms in Maritime Operations: 
Challenges and Capabilities 
Mr David Willems 
UMS SKELDAR

Accelerating Digital Transformation in 
Aerospace and Defense Industry 
Dr Vincent Chai 
CAD-IT Consultant Asia Pte Ltd

The F135 – The Result of Fighter Engine 
Technical Evolution and Innovation 
Mr James Fellenstein 
Pratt & Whitney

Enhancing UAS Operating Safety and 
Risk Assessment 
ME4 Oh Shan Chun, ME4 Lee Jiyou 
Republic of Singapore Air Force

1630

Carbon-Scrim Supported Electrically 
Conductive Adhesive Joints for Aerospace 
Applications 
Mr Dharun Vadugappatty Srinivasan 
Nanyang Technological University (NTU)

Required Communications Performance for 
Urban UAS Operations 
Mr Zi Huang 
Nova Systems Asia

Predictive Maintenance by SmartCraft 
–  Artificial Intelligence Cloud-Based 
Platform for Aircraft 
Ms Sarit Assaraf 
Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI)

Advances in the Pilot Life Support 
System 
Mr Steven Peake 
Cobham Mission Systems

Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD) Simulation of Helicopter with 
Underslung Load 
Asst Prof Ng Bing Feng 
Nanyang Technological University (NTU) 
ME4A Ashley Anil Saran 
Republic of Singapore Air Force
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Mr Joseph Leong Weng Keong joined the Singapore Armed Forces in 1990 and served in the Republic of Singapore 
Navy for 24 years. Mr Leong held several senior positions before taking on his current appointments, including 
Fleet Commander, Director Military Intelligence and Chief C4I and Director, Security & Intelligence Division.

He is currently the Chairman of the Defence Science and Technology Agency Board and the DSO National 
Laboratories Board, as well as a Director with Singapore Technologies Engineering Pte Ltd.

Mr Leong graduated with a Bachelor of Arts (First Class Honours) in Engineering from the University of 
Cambridge, a Master of Arts from the University of Cambridge as well as a Master of Business Administration from 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He is also a Fulbrighter and Eisenhower Fellow.

Mr Leong is married to Linda and they have been blessed with four children.

GUEST OF HONOUR

MR JOSEPH LEONG WENG KEONG 

PERMANENT SECRETARY (DEFENCE DEVELOPMENT) 
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE

SECOND PERMANENT SECRETARY (COMMUNICATIONS AND 
INFORMATION) 
MINISTRY OF COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION

SECOND PERMANENT SECRETARY (CYBERSECURITY) 
PRIME MINISTER’S OFFICE

OPENING SESSION
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Professional Experience:

May 2014 – Present: ONERA
• May 28, 2014: named Chairman and CEO by official decree of the French Council of Ministers. He is named  
 head of the research establishment following the death of Denis Maugars on August 9, 2013, although in the  
 meantime the acting Chairman and CEO was Thierry Michal, general technical director of ONERA.
• May 13, 2014, Bruno Sainjon is elected Chairman of the Board of Directors.

2005 – 2014: DGA (Direction Générale de l’Armement, the French defense procurement agency)
• October 7, 2009: named director of operations, also representing the French defense minister on the supervisory  
 board of OCCAr (Organisation Conjointe de Coopération en matière d’Armement), the European Organisation  
 for Joint Armament Cooperation, which includes Belgium, France, Germany, the United Kingdom, Italy and Spain.
• January 21, 2009: named director of weapon systems, and promoted to the rank of “ingénieur général hors  
 classe de l’armement” (“chief scientist defense”).
• By decree of January 21, 2008, named “ingénieur général de l’armement” 1st class.
• January 24, 2007: named deputy director of weapon systems, in charge of procurement for nuclear and naval forces.
• Bruno Sainjon joins the DGA as director of the nuclear and missile programs department, part of the weapon  
 system directorate.

2003 – 2005: SGDN (Secrétariat Général de la Défense Nationale)
• On July 1, 2005, he is named “ingénieur général de l’armement”, 2nd class.
• Bruno Sainjon is named deputy director of sensitive technologies and transfers in the national defense office (SGDN).

2002 – 2003: DGA
• Bruno Sainjon returns to the DGA in December 2002 as special advisor to the head of the aircraft  
 maintenance department.

2000-2002: SNPE (Société Nationale des Poudres et des Explosifs)
• February to November 2002, secretary to the SNPE Executive Committee.
• May 2001 to May 2002: also holds the positions of Chairman and CEO of CELERG and CELERG International.
• On March 1, 2000, named vice president for strategy and development, energetic materials, at SNPE.

1996 – 2000: services of the French prime minister and cabinet of the minister of defense
• July 1997: joins the defense minister’s cabinet as technical advisor, then named advisor for economic, financial  
 and budgetary affairs.
• 1996: joins the French government as head of economic affairs and coordination in the interministerial delegation  
 for the 1998 Soccer World.

DISTINGUISHED GUEST SPEAKER

MR BRUNO SAINJON

CHAIRMAN

OFFICE NATIONAL D’ETUDES ET DE RECHERCHES  
AÉROSPATIALES (ONERA)

OPENING SESSION
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1987 – 1996: DGA
• Bruno Sainjon started his career in 1987 at French defense procurement agency DGA (Direction Générale de  
 l’Armement), in the missiles directorate, later renamed the missiles and space directorate.
• From 1987 to 1992 in the gunpowder and explosives engineering department, Bruno Sainjon was in charge of  
 R&D for solid propellants in tactical and ballistic missiles, then head of the general design group.
• In 1993 he moved to the strategic and space systems engineering department, as deputy head of the propulsion  
 office, with specific responsibility for industrial policy and relations with the commercial launcher sector. In this  
 position, he was the French representative on the commission mandated by the UN to inspect ballistic missile  
 activities in Iraq.
• In 1994 he was named head of the missiles-space-nuclear programs office, reporting to the weapon programs delegate.

Education:

• Bruno Sainjon holds degrees from the École Polytechnique (1982) and the École nationale supérieure de  
 techniques avancées (1987) engineering schools.
• Born on January 25, 1961, Bruno Sainjon holds the rank of Knight in the French Legion of Honor and Officer in  
 the National Order of Merit.

OPENING SESSION
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Jonathan Cooper is the Airbus Royal Academy of Engineering Sir George White Professor of Aerospace 
Engineering at the University of Bristol. He was educated at Cheltenham Bournside School and then obtained a 
BSc in Engineering Mathematics and a PhD in Aeronautical Engineering from Queen Mary College, University of 
London. He worked as a Senior Research Fellow at the Royal Aerospace Establishment, Farnborough, for three 
years before joining the University of Manchester in October 1989 as a ‘new-blood’ lecturer. Prof Cooper spent 18 
years there, becoming the last Head of School of the Manchester School of Engineering. Following a brief spell as 
Professor of Aerostructures and Aeroelasticity at the University of Liverpool, in February 2012 Prof Cooper moved 
to the Airbus sponsored Sir George White Chair in Aerospace Engineering at the University of Bristol and was 
awarded a Royal Academy of Engineering Research Chair in 2013.

Prof Cooper has an international reputation in the fields of aeroelasticity, loads and structural dynamics, has 
published over 400 technical papers in journals and conferences and is the co-author of the Wiley text book, 
Introduction to Aircraft Aeroelasticity and Loads. Over the past 30 years he has worked closely with industry to 
develop solutions that enable aircraft designs to be more fuel efficient and environmentally friendly through 
exploitation of the interactions between the airflow and aircraft structures.

Jonathan Cooper has been involved in a wide range of RAeS activities. He was elected to the RAeS Council in 2013 
and has been chair of the Professional Standards Board, a member of the Structures & Materials and Corporate 
Accreditation Committees and an Associate Editor of The Aeronautical Journal. He has also been a committee 
member of the Manchester and Bristol Branches. Prof Cooper is a Fellow of the Royal Academy of Engineering, a 
Fellow of the Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS), a Fellow of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
(AIAA) and has been a Chartered Engineer for over 25 years. He is currently the President of the RAeS.

DISTINGUISHED GUEST SPEAKER

PROFESSOR JONATHAN COOPER 
FRENG FRAES FAIAA
PRESIDENT, ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY (RAeS)

OPENING SESSION
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Terence Emmert was designated as Principal Deputy, Director of Defense Research and Engineering for Advanced 
Capabilities (PD, DDRE (AC)) in October 2018 and with the DDRE (AC) directs an organization whose mission 
is to recognize, explore, and accelerate the development and integration of new technology to maintain U.S. 
technological superiority. His responsibilities include establishing a Department of Defense joint mission 
engineering capability, overseeing developmental testing, and executing experimentation and prototyping 
initiatives. He is focused on driving down technical risk, gaining warfighter feedback to better inform requirements, 
and ensuring that concepts transitioning into acquisition provide needed capability and are timely and affordable.

Mr Emmert previously held the position of Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Materiel Readiness). In this role, 
he was the principal advisor to the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) leadership on policies, procedures, 
and actions related to the materiel readiness of weapons and other materiel systems. He was responsible for the 
development and implementation of acquisition and sustainment strategies, policies, and processes that provide 
the Warfighter with cost-effective weapon system readiness across the life cycle, through an integrated defense 
industrial base.

Mr Emmert’s thirty plus years of public and private service began as a Naval Aviator where he served aboard 
a variety of combatant ships. During this time, he was introduced to the acquisition process while serving in 
the Navy’s operational test agency. Following his military service, he entered the private sector and sought out 
positions that focused on improving manufacturing and supply chain operations.

In August, 2009, Mr Emmert rejoined the government as a Process Improvement Specialist with the Deputy Chief 
Management Office. In this capacity, he led series of logistics and maintenance process improvement projects for 
the Mine Resistant Ambush Protected (MRAP) vehicle fielding in Iraq and Afghanistan. Following this assignment, 
he became the Policy Team Lead, Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Materiel Readiness) where 
he revamped regulations governing sustainment planning for all newly developed weapons platforms.

Mr Emmert is a 1988 graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy and holds advanced degrees in Aerospace Engineering, 
Civil and Environmental Engineering, Business Administration, and National Resource Strategy.

DISTINGUISHED GUEST SPEAKER

MR TERENCE EMMERT 

PRINCIPAL DEPUTY DIRECTOR

DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING FOR ADVANCED 
CAPABILITIES (DDRE (AC))
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ABSTRACT

The mission of the Air Engineering and Logistics Organisation (AELO) is to provide the RSAF with the engineering 
edge to maximise technology’s force multiplier effect on air power. Technology is a key enabler for the 3rd 
Generation Air Force as it innovates in its concepts, structure and training to achieve greater precision, automation 
and networked effects in the delivery of air power. Looking ahead, the next generation RSAF will continue to exploit 
technology and harness innovation. The characteristics of innovation, however, are changing from what the RSAF 
has experienced. The pace is more rapid. The source is more diversified. The access is easier. To continue providing 
the RSAF with the engineering edge, AELO will need to address these changes in its strategy. ME7 Tay will discuss 
how AELO plans to develop new competency, new culture and new collaboration in light of these changes.

BIOGRAPHY OF SPEAKER

ME7 Tay Gek Peng is currently the Deputy Head of Air Engineering and Logistics (Supply Chain Engineering & Plans) 
in the Air Engineering and Logistics Department. He is responsible for the RSAF’s supply chain, logistics plans and 
policies, and digital logistics systems. ME7 Tay has held a wide range of Command and Staff appointments in the 
RSAF. In 2008, upon graduation from the United Kingdom’s Advanced Command and Staff Course, he was appointed 
the Head of Logistics Planning Branch where he spearheaded the new career scheme for Air Force Engineers and 
initiated the current strategic plan for the RSAF engineering and logistics. In his command appointments, he oversaw 
the engineering and maintenance operations of the Searcher, H-450, Heron-1, F-5, C-130 and F-15SG fleets. ME7 Tay 
was also the head of the Airworthiness Engineering Group in AELD. He concurrently holds the appointment of the 
RSAF Deputy Chief Innovation Officer.

PLENARY GUEST SPEAKER

ME7 TAY GEK PENG

DEPUTY HEAD AIR ENGINEERING & LOGISTICS (SUPPLY CHAIN 
ENGINEERING & PLANS)

REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE AIR FORCE
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PROF KIRILL I. SYPALO

GENERAL DIRECTOR

CENTRAL AEROHYDRODYNAMIC INSTITUTE NAMED AFTER 
PROFESSOR N.E. ZHUKOVSKY (TsAGI)

PLENARY GUEST SPEAKER

ABSTRACT

The presentation gives a short overview of the role of the Central Aerohydrodynamic Institute (TsAGI) in the 
Russian aviation industry. In addition, there is a brief introduction into the Russian strategic plan entitled Foresight 
which is similar to agendas in the US and Europe (SRA, SRIA). This strategic plan includes the high-level target 
goals which Russian research organizations seek to achieve. These goals are also in line with similar target goals 
which our partners from the US and Europe use as a guidance. These goals include but not limited to safety level, 
noise, CO

2
 and NO

x
 emissions.

The technological section of the strategic plan, described in the presentation, consists of five major parts: The first 
part reflects new concepts of aircraft design, i.e. future configurations and layouts of aircraft and rotorcraft. The 
second part describes propulsion systems, such as open rotor or distributed propulsion. The third part provides 
information on materials and structures.  The fourth part describes aviation systems: from avionics and control 
system to landing gear. The final part focuses on various advanced technologies, like numerical methods, CAD/
CAM, flight and ground testing techniques etc., used for aircraft development.
Some examples of promising new aircraft concepts, developed by TsAGI, are also presented. These concepts allow 
getting closer to goals set for N+1 generation aircraft, which would enter in service in 2020-2025.

BIOGRAPHY OF SPEAKER

Education
• September 1987—March 1996 – system engineer course “Flight Dynamics and Movement of Spacecraft”
• May 1993—April 1996 – postgraduate course, Moscow Aviation Institute MAI

Field of expertise
Flight dynamics, ballistics, aircraft and spacecraft movement control

Professional Experience
• August 2018 – until now - General Director at the Central Aerohydrodynamic Institute TsAGI, Zhukovsky,  
 Moscow region
• October 2015 – August 2018 - First Deputy General Director at the Central Aerohydrodynamic Institute TsAGI,  
 Zhukovsky, Moscow region
• April 2015 – September 2015, First Vice-rector of the Moscow Aviation Institute MAI, Moscow
• October 2012 - March 2015, Head of the Department of Perspective Development at the Central  
 Aerohydrodynamic Institute TsAGI, Zhukovsky, Moscow region
• April 2009 - September 2012, Head of the department of Educational Programme, First Deputy Dean of  
 Robotic and Intelligent Systems faculty at the Moscow Aviation Institute MAI, Moscow
• March 1994 - until now, assistant, head professor, associate professor and leading researcher at Moscow  
 Aviation Institute MAI, Moscow
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Publications
More than 10 articles and monographs

Awards and Titles
• Gran Prix of the Global Education Exhibition 2011
• Laureate of the Prize named after the 25th anniversary of the Moscow Aviation Institute 2010
• Laureate of the Prize for 2013 International Academic Publishing Company “Science/Interperiodica” for the  
 best publication
• Corresponding member of the RAS

PLENARY SESSION
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BIOGRAPHY OF SPEAKER

Prof James Wang has held several executive leadership positions, and has more than 30 years of experience in 
aerospace, helicopters, defense and high-tech industries. In 2018, he founded Vtolwerke LLC, a US consulting 
company that offers worldwide consulting services in aerospace technology strategy, marketing & business 
strategy, VTOL aircraft design and engineering. Prof Wang and Vtolwerke LLC now specialize in helping 
entrepreneurial eVTOL startups. Prof Wang is an internationally renowned expert in helicopter and eVTOL aircraft 
design. In 2018, he was invited to teach a graduate course on Multidiscipline Design at Stanford University. In 
2019, he was seeked by the Vertical Flight Society (VFS) to teach eVTOL design. He is a volunteer Mentor and 
Master of the Boeing sponsored GoFly Competition. Currently, Prof Wang is also a full professor, and the Director 
of the eVTOL Research and Innovation Center, at the prestigious Nanyang Technological University of Singapore.

He received his bachelor degrees in Aeronautical Engineering and in Electrical Engineering from M.I.T., and Masters 
and PhD in Aerospace Engineering from the University of Maryland Advanced Rotorcraft Center.

After completing his PhD, Prof Wang started his career at Sikorsky Aircraft, where he was known as one of the 
most energetic and prolific engineers and managers; he contributed greatly to the Comanche, Black Hawk, Naval 
Hawk, S-92, and the Variable Diameter Tiltrotor programs.

Prof Wang has the rare talent to combine technical knowledge with business thinking, and bringing people to 
collaborate to achieve a common goal. At Sikorsky Aircraft, Prof Wang transitioned from engineering to leading 
strategic business campaigns. His commitment and astute leadership led to the successful winning of two of the 
largest international helicopter sales contracts in history, each worth over one billion dollars. Prof Wang has a 
Master degree from the M.I.T. Sloan Business School, and an Executive Business Training Diploma from the London 
Imperial College Business School.

In 2007, Prof Wang joined AgustaWestland as the Vice President of Research & Development, reporting directly 
to the CEO. Prof Wang created a comprehensive technology roadmap and initiated many pioneering research. 
He established three University Research Centers in Europe and one Think Tank in Japan. In 2015, Prof Wang 
was promoted to Senior Vice President of Marketing, responsible for the global marketing strategy of all 
AgustaWestland helicopter products at Leonardo Helicopters. He served 7 years as a board member on the EU 
sponsored 2 billion Euros CleanSky programs.

Prof Wang was invited to teach courses and give lectures in US, Europe, Australia and Asia, and he has written 
over 40 technical papers. He holds seven patents and major international awards, including Fellow of the Royal 
Aeronautical Society, UTC Gold Mead Award, AHS Fellow, AHS Grover Bell Award, M.I.T. Luis de Florez Award, NASA 
Research Award, Italian National Innovation Grand Prize, and the coveted Royal Aeronautical Society Gold Team 
Award. In 2013, WIRED Magazine named Prof Wang “the Steve Jobs of Rotorcraft” for his ability to think “outside 
the box” and pushing the transportation technology boundaries by inventing and designing the AgustaWestland 
Project Zero, the world’s first all-electric VTOL technology demonstrator aircraft.

PLENARY GUEST SPEAKER

PROFESSOR JAMES WANG

DIRECTOR, eVTOL RESEARCH AND INNOVATION CENTRE

NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
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TRACK 1: STRUCTURES AND ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

“DEFECT INSPECTION, TESTING AND REPAIR METHODS FOR DAMAGED PREPREG 
COMPOSITES OF AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES”

BY
DR HAMID SAEEDIPOUR
REPUBLIC POLYTECHNIC

ABSTRACT

This research paper provides several non-destructive evaluation approaches and innovative methods to repair 
3 different defects in aircraft composite structures made of carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) without 
honeycomb core.  The main aim of this intensive research work is to assess the defects accurately and to restore 
the major mechanical and thermal strengths of the repaired parts to their pristine status to use in aircraft. Several 
non-destructive, compression-after impact (CAI) and flexural tests have been conducted on pristine, damaged 
and repaired specimens.

Defects due to Impact Damages
A new resin-injection repair of low-velocity barely visible impact damage (BVID) has been developed to 
investigate the effect of vent holes on the mechanical properties of CFRP solid laminate and the BVID repair of in 
aerostructure.  

Defects due to Thermal Damages
For the assessment of the hot air effects on aircraft composite structures, an intensive experimental work has 
been conducted to characterise thermal defects in composite surfaces using a newly designed hot air generating 
machine. 

Defects due to Galvanic Corrosion between Aluminium and Composites
An effective ultrasound method has been developed for the non-destructive evaluation of galvanic corrosion 
in composite-aluminium hybrid aerostructure of aging aircraft, particularly for passenger-to-freighter  
(P2F) conversion.

Hamid received his PhD and MSc degrees in Aerospace Engineering (Aircraft Design) 
from University of Manchester in UK. Hamid is the principal lecturer (Industry) at Republic 
Polytechnic since Feb 2011. He has 7-year industry work experience in two aircraft design 
& manufacturing companies & 15-year teaching and research work experience at nine 
universities & polytechnics on part-time and full-time basis.  He has been associate dean, 
deputy director, aircraft designer, lecturer, manager & design engineer in UK, Iran, Malaysia 
& Singapore in the last 25 years. Hamid has 88 publications and received the Crescendas 
Medal for Outstanding Applied Physics Research from Institute of Physics Singapore on 
Feb 2017, MOE Outstanding Innovator Award 2018, and ExCEL Innovation Champion from 
Public Service Division on July 2018. Hamid is leading several funded projects in Smart 
MRO and aircraft composite repair in cooperation with aircraft industries, NUS, Newcastle 
University & Glasgow University in Singapore.

BIOGRAPHY OF SPEAKER

CO-AUTHORS 

• Assoc Prof Dr Kheng Lim Goh Research Director, Newcastle University in Singapore (NUiS)
• Mr Swami Annamalai and Mr Christopher Tan, Research Staff, School of Engineering, Republic Polytechnic (RP)
• Mr Lai Wei Liang and Mr Tan Hee Juon Pang, PhD Students, Newcastle University in Singapore (NUiS)
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TRACK 1: STRUCTURES AND ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

“ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING FOR AIRCRAFT SPARES & REPAIRS”

BY
MR DANIEL BRALEY
BOEING GLOBAL SERVICES

ABSTRACT

As aerospace and defence assets continue to age and exceed the lives they were expected to be in service, 
the need for spares and repairs continues to increase. Advanced manufacturing concepts such as Additive 
Manufacturing (AM) are required in order to reduce spare part lead times and the need for costly, long lead 
tooling. This presentation will walk through the AM technologies that are prevalent in this area, and will focus in 
on Large Scale Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF), Hybrid Additive/Subtractive Manufacturing technologies, and 
Supersonic Particle Deposition (Cold Spray) for repair of aircraft structural components. A discussion around the 
advancements seen to date in AM for sustainment as well as what hurdles are still yet to be overcome will ensue.

Dan Braley is a Boeing Associate Technical Fellow and the Boeing Global Services Additive 
Manufacturing Technical Focal & Initiatives Leader. In this role, he serves sustainment of 
all Boeing military, commercial, and derivative aircraft platforms through use of Additive 
Manufacturing technologies and implementation of advanced composites. Dan has more 
than 15 years of aerospace program and R&D experience in additive manufacturing, 
technical program management, materials and process engineering, composites, 
electromagnetic product development, and manufacturing technology development.

Prior to his current role, Dan was the USN/USMC Air Vehicle Technical Integrator through 
Boeing, with a focus on F/A-18 Flight Control Surfaces, wings, complex spares and repairs. 
He has held positions with Northrop Grumman Aerospace Systems, L-3 Communications 
ESSCO, and the Air Force Research Laboratory Munitions Aerial Vehicle (MNAV) directorate 
at Eglin Air Force Base as well. Dan currently holds 10 patents in the areas of additive 
manufacturing and next gen conductive composite materials development with many 
more patents still pending, and is also the lead inventor of 2 trade secrets. He is a past 
recipient of the Society of Manufacturing Engineers Outstanding Young Manufacturing 
Engineer Award, the Boeing Meritorious & High Honors Invention Awards, the Northrop 
Grumman Innovation Award, and the F-35 Lightning Rod Award. Dan received his BS and 
MS degrees in Mechanical Engineering from Florida State University, an MS in Engineering 
Management from Drexel University, and a Certificate in Additive Manufacturing from MIT. 
Dan is also a Certified Additive Manufacturing Technician (CAM-T) through UL, America 
Makes, and SME Tooling University.
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TRACK 1: STRUCTURES AND ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

“DAMAGE RESISTANCE STUDIES OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS CONFIGURATIONS FOR 
PRIMARY AIRFRAME STRUCTURE”

BY
ASSOC PROF SUNIL CHANDRAKANT JOSHI
NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY

ABSTRACT

Despite realising the benefits offered by composite materials in terms of high strength-to-weight ratio, one 
specific factor that often ends into over-dimensioning is their vulnerability to damage caused by out-of-plane 
loads like Quasi-static Indentation (QSI) and low velocity impact. One peculiar concern to out of plane damage 
in composites is its difficulty to identify by visual inspection unless any complete perforation. Damage resistance 
and its extent depend on multiple factors, such as the materials used, laminae stacking sequence, and thickness 
of laminate. 

QSI is the simplest test method used to assess damage resistance of laminated composite materials under out-
of-plane load. The present study attempts to investigate the damage resistance of various composite materials 
configurations selected to design primary airframe structures using QSI test. Damage resistance of composite 
protypes made of conventional carbon (C) fibre, interply hybrids constitute carbon (C)/ kevlar (K)/ glass (G) FRP 
laminates and, super hybrid fiber metal laminates (FMLs) are presented for various indenter displacements and 
load rates. The extent of damage in each configuration and the amount of energy utilized to induce the damage 
are investigated. Such knowledge shall further allow users to forecast damage tolerance and safe life of these 
tested configurations.

Prof Joshi has been faculty with the School of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering since 
Nov 2000. He was awarded Ph. D. degree for his work in Composites Processing by Monash 
University, Australia in 1999. Prior to that, from 1988 to 1994, he worked as Scientist at 
the National Aerospace Laboratories upon completion of his M. Tech. in Aeronautical 
Engineering from Indian Institute of Bombay (Mumbai). At NTU, Prof Joshi was an integral 
part of the Singapore’s first microsatellite R&D project, XSAT, which was successfully 
launched in 2011. He has been PI or co-PI of several R&D projects funded by A*STAR, RSAF, 
DSTA as well as industries such as ARKEMA, France.

BIOGRAPHY OF SPEAKER

CO-AUTHORS 

• Dr Periyasamy MANIKANDAN, Research Fellow, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

• Armando PINTER, Engineering, Structure Design and Development, Leonardo Helicopters, Italy

• Angiolini FABIO, Engineering, Structure Design and Development, Leonardo Helicopters, Italy
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TRACK 1: STRUCTURES AND ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

“OPTIMIZING AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES FOR THE LIFE CYCLE: THE SPECIAL CASE OF 
COMPOSITES”

BY
MR ONG CHIN JIE, MICHAEL
SINGAPORE UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN

ABSTRACT

The main objective of this paper is to present a model that combines economic and environmental assessment 
tools to support composite material selection for aircraft structures in the early phases of design. The presentation 
will further show the application of the tool for an aircraft elevator.

An integrated life cycle cost (LCC) and life cycle assessment (LCA) methodology was used as part of the 
sustainable design approach for the laminate stacking sequence design. The model considers the use of carbon 
fiber reinforce plastic prepreg and processed via hand layup-autoclave, but it can accommodate other materials 
and processes as well. The model was applied to a cargo aircraft elevator case study by comparing six different 
laminate configurations and two different carbon fiber prepreg materials across aircraft’s entire life cycle.

The results show that the combination of LCA with LCC is a worthwhile approach for comparing different 
laminate configurations in terms of cost and environmental impact to support composite laminate stacking 
design by providing the best trade-off between cost and environment. Significant reductions in life cycle cost 
and environmental impact can be obtained without loss of structural performance by mapping the design space 
and deciding based on the most relevant trade-offs.

Michael Ong is a researcher in Prof Arlindo Silva’s research group at the Singapore University 
of Technology & Design. His research is about improving the design and lifecycle analysis 
process of Aerospace Composite Structures.  

BIOGRAPHY OF SPEAKER

CO-AUTHORS 

• Arlindo Silva

• Georgios Koronis

• Elçin Calado

• Marco Leite
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TRACK 1: STRUCTURES AND ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

“IMPROVING SURFACE INTEGRITY OF AEROSPACE COMPONENTS USING LASER 
SHOCK PEENING”

BY
DR NIROJ MAHARJAN
AGENCY FOR SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND RESEARCH (A*STAR)

ABSTRACT

Aircraft components such as gas turbine engine compressors and fan blades are prone to fatigue failure and 
foreign object damage during operation. The surface integrity of these components can be improved by inducing 
compressive residual stresses near the surface. Laser shock peening (LSP) is a promising surface enhancement 
technique capable of increasing the resistance to cracking caused by fretting, corrosion, foreign object damage, 
and fatigue. It employs a high energy laser beam to generate high pressure shock waves in the material which 
induces deep compressive residual stresses. However, LSP also faces lots of challenges for its application such as 
high investment cost, lack of process automation and requirement of sophisticated knowledge and skill for its 
operation. This presentation presents a brief overview on current status of laser peening technology in aerospace 
industry, the challenges in its application and future trends in this field. It seeks to discuss the relative benefits 
and limitations of LSP compared to conventional methods for fatigue life increment such as metal shot peening. 
Some case studies such as use of LSP for aerospace alloys, coated vs uncoated LSP and LSP as post-processing 
method in additive manufacturing are also presented.

Dr Niroj Maharjan completed his B.Eng. in Mechanical Engineering (with 1st Class 
Honours) from Kathmandu University (KU), Nepal in 2013. After a brief stint working as a 
research assistant in KU, he was awarded Singapore International Graduate Award (SINGA) 
from Agency for Science and Technology (A*STAR) to pursue his doctorate at School 
of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Nanyang Technological University (NTU), 
Singapore in 2014. During this study, he investigated the interaction of laser beam with 
metals, with special focus on surface hardening of steels using laser. After completing 
his postgraduate studies in 2018, he joined Surface Enhancement team in Advanced 
Remanufacturing and Technology Centre (ARTC) as a Development Scientist. Since then, 
he has been developing surface treatment capabilities such as laser hardening and laser 
shock peening.

BIOGRAPHY OF SPEAKER

CO-AUTHORS 

• Dr Dennise Tanoko Ardi, Deputy Group Manager, Data-driven Surface Enhancement, Advanced Remanufacturing  
 and Technology Centre

• Ms. Shi Ying Chan, Senior Development Engineer, Advanced Remanufacturing and Technology Centre.
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TRACK 1: STRUCTURES AND ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

“ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND MACHINE LEARNING IN ADDITIVE 
MANUFACTURING”

BY
MR DARIN DITOMMASO
GE AVIATION

ABSTRACT

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning is having a profound impact on the way most organizations 
design, manufacture, monitor, inspect and repair industrial assets, large and small. Additive manufacturing 
has also emerged as a key differentiator in multiple industries including aerospace. Before, during and after 
the manufacturing process, various datasets are collected capturing everything from powder characteristics to 
layer-by-layer and post-processing specific datasets. By leveraging the strengths of both Artificial Intelligence 
and Additive Manufacturing, GE is creating unique opportunities to drive improvements in areas like powder 
inventory management, improved material capability, predictive maintenance, print yields, machine turn times 
and many more.

In this presentation, we provide a flavor of how Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning are augmenting and, 
in many cases, revolutionizing both subtractive and additive manufacturing at GE.

Darin DiTommaso has over 30 years of experience in the Aviation industry. He attended 
Purdue University and graduated with a BS degree in aerospace engineering. He came to 
work at GE Aviation in late 1988. He subsequently received his MBA from Xavier University. 

Darin has held numerous roles of increasing responsibility within GE Aviation in positions 
spanning preliminary design, product development and certification, as well as revenue 
service operation. More recently he has led GE Aviation’s digital engineering team, vehicle 
health management business, and the commercial advanced technology department.

In his current role, Darin leads Military Engineering and is responsible for the design and 
development of new and derivative military engine products, as well as support of existing 
military engine products.
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TRACK 1: STRUCTURES AND ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

“CARBON-SCRIM SUPPORTED ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE ADHESIVE JOINTS FOR 
AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS”

BY
MR DHARUN VADUGAPPATTY SRINIVASAN
NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY

ABSTRACT

Light-weight multi material systems are profoundly used in modern aerospace structures that are assembled by 
adhesive bonding technology. Commercially available epoxy adhesive films are well modified to meet the mechanical 
and environmental loadings but not additional functional requirements. The carbon fiber reinforced polymeric 
composite adhesive joints can be designed with functionalized carbon scrims to be electrically conductive in nature 
that can assist in debonding on command, deicing, repairs and lightning protection. The scrims can be readily 
incorporated in the joint design without formulating the commercial epoxy adhesive films. In this work, resistive 
heating capability of different functionalized carbon scrims were experimented with and without adhesive layer. 
Subsequently, the carbon fiber reinforced polymeric composite adhesive joints were fabricated with functionalized 
carbon scrim and the resistive heating temperature was measured. A non-linear, coupled thermo-electrical model 
was developed and the numerical results were compared with experimental data.

Mr Dharun Vadugappatty Srinivasan is a Research Associate at Rolls-Royce @ NTU Corporate 
Lab in Nanyang Technological University (NTU) Singapore and currently working on 
composite repair technologies for Rolls-Royce.
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CO-AUTHORS 

• Dr Sridhar Idapalapati, Associate Professor, School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, NTU  
• Mr Sriram Ravisankar Padma, Masters Student, NTU-TUM
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TRACK 2: UAV

“EXPANDING THE FULL POTENTIAL OF DRONE OPERATION THROUGH BEYOND 
VISUAL LINE OF SIGHT (BVLOS)”

BY
MR CHOK NG YONG
ST ENGINEERING AEROSPACE

ABSTRACT

The use of drones in commercial applications has increased rapidly in recent years. Using drones with the ability 
to fly beyond the visual line of sight unlocks the full potential of drones for many commercial applications as it 
allows the drone to cover far greater distances without the need for the pilot or observers to keep an eye on the 
drone at all times, thereby improving the economics and efficiency of the operations.

In this presentation, we will explore and review on the key technologies and safety requirements used to develop 
a complete end-to-end drone solution for Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS) operation in Singapore. We will 
also look at two use cases on using BVLOS drones for remote island surveillance and reservoir monitoring, and 
how this solution can benefit our local agencies in providing bigger and further coverage over large and difficult-
to-reach areas as well as reducing human resources to perform the physical and manual work.

Ng Yong is a Senior Programme Manager and Technical Manager with 17 years of experience 
in managing, designing and developing Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) solutions at 
ST Engineering Aerospace. ST Engineering Aerospace is the world’s largest commercial 
airframe MRO service providers with in-house engineering capabilities that offer customers 
a wide range of customised engineering and design solutions, including passenger-
to-freighter conversion, military aircraft upgrades and unmanned aerial solutions. As a 
technical manager, Ng Yong is responsible for the design, development and integration 
of UAS solutions developed by the company. Ng Yong has a B.Sc in Computer Engineering 
from Nanyang Technological University of Singapore (2002).
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TRACK 2: UAV

“DRONE DETECTION TRAJECTORY TRACKING BY COORDINATED IMAGED-BASED 
DYNAMIC 3D LOCALIZATIONS”

BY
DR SUTTHIPHONG ‘SPOT’ SRIGRAROM
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the concept of 3 dimensional (3D) dynamic localization and trajectory tracking of the moving 
object by means of two or more monocular cameras. It is aimed for MBZIRC. The concept of this 3D dynamic 
localization and trajectory tracking is to combine the optical flow and 3D triangulation together. 

First, we do optical flow of the static background to track the motion of the capturing cameras from the camera 
frame. The background velocity which is indeed from stationary scene will in turn give the velocity moving 
cameras in the global (inertial) frame. The additional 3D triangulation gives the information of the new camera 
position (x, y, z) and heading pose (ø, θ, ψ). The moving object to be tracked can be identified either by using 
computer vision tool, e.g. blob detection or deep learning method (Convolutional Neural Network). The velocity 
of the tracked object in camera frame can be done by optical flow. Thereafter, the velocity of the tracked object 
in global frame can be obtained by simple subtraction of the camera velocity. Assume the camera frame rate is 
known, the 3D trajectory of the tracked object can also be obtained from integration.

The advantage of this camera-based 3D dynamic localization and trajectory tracking method is its ability to 
be deployed anywhere with minimal calibration and setup. Also, the observing cameras could also be moving 
(dynamic). Therefore, it is more flexible to use, especially in outdoor and dynamic situations.

* This work is in partnership with Singapore University of Technology and Design and Osaka University.

Dr Sutthiphong ‘Spot’ Srigrarom recently joined the Temasek Laboratories, National 
University of Singapore. Prior to NUS, he was an Associate Professor, Aerospace Systems, and 
Program Director Aerospace Engineering, University of Glasgow Singapore in partnership 
with Singapore Institute of Technology (UGS-SIT). His research work is mainly on unmanned 
vehicles platform and related systems. He has more than 40 publications on UAV-related 
topics. He was the chair of International Conference in Intelligent Unmanned Systems 
(ICIUS) in 2012. He has several UAV works in his lab ranging from flapping wings, tiltrotors, 
amphibious, multirotors, etc. His work is sponsored by HDB, LTA, PUB and several private 
sectors in Singapore and Thailand. He has supervised and co-supervised 4 PhD, 2 Master 
and more than 100 Bachelor degree students, since 2012. He and his students have been 
participating in several UAV design and competitions, and have won several accolades in 
both Singapore and Thailand.
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TRACK 2: UAV

““HOW TO PREVENT A HYBRID VTOL FIXED-WING UAV FROM FLIPPING?” AN 
AERODYNAMICS PERSPECTIVE”

BY
MR GOH CHIAN YEH
DSO NATIONAL LABORATORIES

ABSTRACT

A hybrid VTOL Fixed-Wing UAV taps on the long endurance of a fixed-wing aircraft, while exploiting VTOL 
capability for launch and recovery. The aerodynamics of both platform types are fairly well-understood separately, 
but when operated on the same platform at the same time, the result is not simply the sum of its parts. This study 
seeks to characterize the aerodynamics of such a hybrid system, in order to improve flight dynamics prediction 
and better support flight control design.

Wind tunnel experiments and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) were used to study the aerodynamics of 
the UAV during its transition between VTOL and fixed-wing flight. Wind tunnel tests of a scaled model were 
performed to understand the key physics phenomenon and provide a validation case for CFD. Reynolds-averaged 
Navier-Stokes (RANS) turbulence modelling was used with two different setups – (1) an unsteady sliding mesh 
approach with full aircraft and rotor geometry, and (2) a momentum source approach that does not require 
detailed rotor geometry. A CFD-based aerodynamic model was built and implemented in a 6 degrees of freedom 
(6DoF) simulation for verification against flight trial results. The inclusion of these interference effects showed a 
marked improvement between simulation and flight trial results.

Mr Goh Chian Yeh is an aerodynamics engineer at DSO National Laboratories. He works 
on external aerodynamics design and analysis, and has experience in both computational 
fluid dynamics and wind tunnel testing. He has been involved in the design and analysis of 
several UAVs, including fixed-wing and hybrid VTOL fixed-wing platforms.
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TRACK 2: UAV

“DEVELOPMENT OF FIXED-WING VERTICAL TAKEOFF AND LANDING UNMANNED 
AERIAL VEHICLE MODEL”

BY
LIM KIN YIP SHAWN, FOO EN KYI, LEE WEN JIE ALVIN 
NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY

ABSTRACT

Research and development of vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) have been 
significantly increasing over the past decade as more industries are taking advantage of these technologies for 
various commercial applications. This work aims to develop a fixed-wing VTOL UAV model to solve the challenges 
of conventional multirotor aircraft having limited flight time and range, and conventional fixed-wing aircraft 
requiring runways for take-off and landing. The aircraft configuration employs the use of canards with two forward 
tilting rotors and a fixed rear rotor for both vertical and horizontal flight. To prove the feasibility of the design, 
the initial design has undergone computational fluid dynamics optimizations and a 1:7 scaled skeletal model 
was built for wind tunnel and stability testing. The next phase involves the further aerodynamics and structural 
optimizations of the initial design and the manufacturing of a scaled working model with the implementation of 
a flight control system for actual flight testing. The design methodology will be discussed extensively to indicate 
the flight performance and characteristics of the model. This new design of the fixed-wing VTOL UAV has huge 
potential to spark the development of commercial air vehicles which can revolutionize the aviation industry.

LIM Kin Yip, Shawn developed an early interest in aerospace engineering that spurred him 
to study a course in Aerospace Technology at Ngee Ann Polytechnic. After completing 
his diploma, his interest and curiosity grew which led him to study a bachelor’s degree in 
aerospace engineering at Nanyang Technology University where he is currently a student 
in his final year. His aspiration is to become an aerospace engineer as it has been his passion 
to be in the field of aviation. He is a highly driven and self-motivated individual with strong 
desires to achieve excellence in the areas he endeavors to do. He was an intern at A*STAR-
ARTC and DSTA where he worked on projects involving aircraft manufacturing and design. 
He enjoys taking on challenging and rewarding projects that promote his professional 
growth and to utilize his knowledge, skills and innate interest in designing and innovating 
to discover new technologies.

FOO En Kyi is a final year student studying Aerospace Engineering at Nanyang Technological 
University (NTU). En Kyi also attended Delft University of Technology for a semester in her 
penultimate year. She was an intern at DSTA in the Simulation and Testing department, where 
she gained experience in numerical modelling and developing modelling methodologies 
in various threat scenarios. This sparked her interest in the usage of simulation tools, and 
she aims to further her knowledge in this field. For this project, she will be focused on 
the optimization aspect of the VTOL. In her spare time, she enjoys exploring new places, 
travelling and playing softball.
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LEE Wen Jie, Alvin is currently a Year 4 undergraduate pursuing B.Eng. in Aerospace 
Engineering at Nanyang Technological University (NTU), working on the development of 
a flight control system for the fixed-wing VTOL UAV, as part of his Final Year Project. Alvin 
was an intern at Singapore Aero Engine Services Limited (SAESL) for his Year 3 Professional 
Internship, where he worked closely with the Repair Capability Acquisitions Team in 
implementing smart manufacturing technologies to advance SAESL’s Maintenance, Repair 
and Overhaul (MRO) business. Beyond work and academics, Alvin devotes his waking 
hours to family, friends, rock climbing, breakdancing, practicing Brazilian jiu-jitsu, playing 
floorball, et cetera, et cetera, and spends his sleeping hours thinking about what else to do 
next. Always open to new experiences and forever eager to learn, Alvin looks forward to 
what the future of engineering would hold.

CO-AUTHORS 

• Asst Prof CHAN Wai Lee, Assistant Professor, School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Nanyang  
 Technological University (NTU)

• Dr BASMAN Elhadidi, Senior Lecturer, School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Nanyang  
 Technological University (NTU)
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TRACK 2: UAV

“MONITORING OF LARGE MEMBRANE STRUCTURES USING UNMANNED AERIAL 
VEHICLE ASSISTED PHOTOGRAMMETRY”

BY
PROFESSOR CHIU WINGKONG
MONASH UNIVERSITY

ABSTRACT

Large membrane covers are utilised to harness the methane-rich biogas generated in Western Treatment Plant 
(WTP), Werribee, Melbourne, Australia. However, a failure of these membrane covers could have environmental 
impacts and result in economic loss, which includes repair costs and immediate suspension of the operations. 
It is highly beneficial to proactively establish a structural health monitoring method for this high-value asset. 
Conventional deformation measurement techniques cannot be easily implemented due to the membrane 
geometry and featureless surface, and environmental influences. The preceding studies have shown the high 
applicability in using UAV-based photogrammetry to detect deformation and critical features over the whole 
structural area. In the continuation of previous studies, the aim of this paper is to further investigate the 
implementation of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) assisted photogrammetry and FE analysis to determine its 
structural integrity. Collective aerial images are compiled to form a 3D point cloud model which is then imported 
into a computational nonlinear analysis to monitor and predict changes in condition/structural health. This 
applied engineering work reports on the optimisation of UAV and photogrammetry parameters, as well as the 
computational analysis and results to complement the development of UAV assisted aerial photogrammetry, for 
structural health monitoring. The outcome of this work provides the improved procedures, which include the 
UAV flight plan and the strain determination algorithm, to accurately evaluate the integrity of the membrane 
covers in its operating environment. Furthermore, this study hopes to deliver useful insight and strategies for 
effective structural health monitoring on large structural and valuable assets in general.

Professor Chiu is a member of academic staff at the Department of Mechanical & Aerospace 
Engineering at Monash University, Australia. He is an internationally recognised researcher 
in structural health monitoring and his work spans across aerospace (aircraft structures), 
civil (pipelines and large membrane floating covers), rail (integrity assessment of tracks) 
and mechanical (rotating equipment) engineering. Chiu recently initiated a new research 
direction in extending his knowledge to work to the medical area. He has developed a 
fruitful collaboration with researchers and surgeons from The National Trauma Research 
Institute. He is currently collaborating with Professor Fitzgerald on numerous projects. 
Apart from securing research funding, they have jointly filed two patents. Chiu has also 
been instrumental in introducing SHM to orthopaedics. He is collaborating with Dr M. Russ 
and Professor Fitzgerald on this project and they have received funding from the US Office 
of Naval Research for a 3 year project. Chiu is a member of the recently established team 
at the US Navy looking into SHM concepts for assessing and monitoring osseointegration. 
He is co-chairing the 8th Asia-Pacific Workshop on Structural Health Monitoring in Cairns, 
Australia in 2020. This workshop is now widely recognised as the 3rd leg in the global 
workshop on structural health monitoring. With the International Workshop on Structural 
Health Monitoring and the European Workshop on Structural Health Monitoring being 
the 1st and the 2nd leg respectively. He has secured funding from USAF AOARD, US ONR-
Global and Embraer to conduct this conference on SHM. He also co-chaired the Specialist 
Workshop on Structural Health Monitoring (Melbourne, 2008). Chiu is a member of the 
International Organising Committee of the International Workshop on Structural Health 
Monitoring (held biennially at Stanford University).
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CO-AUTHORS 

•  B. S. Vien, Department of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering, Monash University, Australia
•  L. Wong, Department of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering, Monash University, Australia
•  T. Kuen, Melbourne Water Corporation, Australia
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•  J. Kodikara, Department of Civil Engineering, Monash University, Australia
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TRACK 2: UAV

“VTOL PLATFORMS IN MARITIME OPERATIONS: CHALLENGES AND CAPABILITIES”

BY
MR DAVID WILLEMS
UMS SKELDAR

ABSTRACT

VTOL Platforms can significantly increase maritime capabilities at sea well beyond line of sight. The presentation 
will explore what today’s realistic performances and challenges of having VTOL platforms embarked are, and how 
they will play an increasingly important role in naval operations in the future.

David Willems has 20 years of professional experience working in the Aviation and Defense 
Industries. As an entrepreneur, he has directly created or contributed to the creation of 
several businesses offering aviation and defense related operational and consulting 
services. He has been involved in the unmanned industry for the last decade and currently 
is the Vice President of Business Development and Strategy at UMS SKELDAR.
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TRACK 2: UAV

“REQUIRED COMMUNICATIONS PERFORMANCE FOR URBAN UAS OPERATIONS”

BY
MR ZI HUANG
NOVA SYSTEMS ASIA

ABSTRACT

The rapid acceleration of UAS operations in aerial inspection and delivery has been apparent over the past decade, 
mostly driven by the commercial industry with aims to increase efficiency and productivity by substituting 
traditional ground-based operations with cost-effective UAS operations. In metropolitan environments such as 
Singapore, low altitude UAS operations presents many challenges in maintaining Command and Non-Payload 
Communications (CNPC) between the aircraft and the Ground Control Station (GCS), particularly as operations 
extend from Visual Line of Sight (VLOS) to Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS) operations where direct Radio 
Frequency (RF) CNPC degradation and LOS obstruction become significant. 

Cellular network technologies like LTE presents an opportunity to explore BVLOS operations in metropolitan areas 
that can benefit from efficient delivery operations via UAS and Urban Air Mobility (UAM) operations. However, 
current LTE networks are only optimized for terrestrial users as LTE transceivers are typically positioned such that 
coverage and performance is maximized on the ground level. The suitability of LTE for UAS operations must be 
investigated to advance the uptake of effective and safe urban UAS operations in Singapore. To support this, Nova 
Systems has recently completed a suite of flight trials focused on assessing the suitability of local LTE networks to 
address some of the key challenges presented by urban UAS operations.

Graduated from the University of Queensland in 2017 with a Dual Major in Mechanical 
and Aerospace Engineering, Zi is currently a Project Manager at Nova Systems where he 
leads the technical team in Singapore responsible for the development of a UAS flight 
deconfliction and management system as part of an international UTM R&D consortium 
co-funded by the Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore (CAAS). Previously, Zi was a Systems 
Engineer in Nova Systems Australia where he gained extensive T&E experience working 
within the Defence Aerospace sector on the Airbus MRH90.
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TRACK 3: 4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

“AUTOMATING AERIAL REFUELING OPERATIONS”

BY
MR JUAN CABRERA GARCÍA-OCHOA
AIRBUS DEFENCE AND SPACE

ABSTRACT

Aerial Refueling is an essential capability of any Air Force to assure the Endurance and Range required for the 
mission of the receiver aircraft. 

Aerial Refueling is risky and stressful for the refueling operator and for the receiver pilot. The refueling operator 
is in charge to coordinate with the receiver pilot the positions and clearance to proceed to the refueling position 
and to transfer the amount of fuel to the receiver. Moreover, in case of refueling with a Boom system, the operator 
has to control and fly the Boom towards the receiver and extending an internal telescopic beam to engage the 
Boom physically with the receiver aircraft.

Until now, almost all of the operation were performed manually because the tanker systems had no information 
about the receiver position to automate the operation. However, AIRBUS is developing a solution to determine 
the position of the receiver based on innovative techniques as image processing among other data fusion to 
enable this capability. This is the very first time that a manufacturer provides a feasible solution to automate 
Aerial Refueling (proven in flight on 21st March 2017) which is currently under industrialization phase to make 
the operations safer and more efficient.

Juan was born in Spain on April 1980 and grew up surrounded by radio controlled models 
which were built and flown by his father and restoring and optimizing motorbikes. These 
hobbies headed him to study Aerospace Engineering and incorporate his passion into his 
career. The academic studies were complemented later with a Masters in Aircraft Systems 
Integration and a Masters in Flight Tests. Almost his entire career has been with Airbus, a total 
of 14 years, where he started at the very beginning of the development of the MRTT Boom 
Systems passing from the preliminary design, laboratory testing and final integration in the 
aircraft. Juan was involved on board in all the essential flight test phases for the development 
of the Boom and the MRTT. Today Juan is in charge of a very talented and young team for 
AAR Ground Tests and Autonomous Refueling and also of the A310 Flying Test Bed.
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TRACK 3: 4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

“DEEP LEARNING FOR MAINTENANCE APPLICATIONS”

BY
MR ZIV FREUND
ELBIT SYSTEMS EW & SIGINT – ELISRA LTD

ABSTRACT

Recent technological breakthroughs in the field of Machine Learning (ML), such as Deep Learning (DL), enabled 
today to add Artificial Intelligence (AI) capabilities to systems and applications that were only dreamt of until 
recently. Many commercial applications already use these technologies, such as Speech Recognition, Visual 
Scene Understanding and Natural Language Processing (NLP). Elisra adopted this technology and is now using it 
to break limitations in SIGINT & EW systems. 

In this talk we will give a short introduction to the AI revolution and show how this technology can be used to 
improve the maintenance, support and reliability of our systems. We will give a few examples of how AI can 
be used for predictive maintenance and shorten maintenance cycles, to improve systems abilities to overcome 
malfunctions during their operation and to reduce maintenance and installations costs.

Ziv Freund joined Elbit Systems – EW & SIGINT – Elisra in 2009 as an algorithm engineer. 
From 2012 to 2017 he led the computer vision research group and was a part of the 
algorithmic design of Elisra’s IR Based MWS systems. Since 2017 he is the head of AI research 
group in Elisra. Ziv holds a BSc, MSc and MBA from Tel Aviv University and is currently a PhD 
candidate in the field of Deep Learning in Tel Aviv University.
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TRACK 3: 4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

“DIGITAL TWINNING – THE NEXT STEP IN AIRCRAFT HEALTH MONITORING”

BY
MR ROGER KONG
KALIBRE GROUP

ABSTRACT

A digital twin is a virtual representation or mapping of physical asset like aircraft engine, to a digital platform, which 
displays how the asset is performing. It monitors the asset in real-time or periodic updates; analyses operational 
data such as temperature and pressure; and displays maintenance data such as failure rates and inventory.

Digital twinning can be applied to assemblies or aircraft, giving an integrated view of fleet health. A digital twin 
updates itself from data sources such as sensors, environment/weather, repair history, enterprise software, digital 
records and human expertise - to represent asset conditions as well as probable equipment failure. This enables 
better decision making on operation and maintenance, keeping aircraft-on-ground to a minimum.

These are possible as aircraft are generating substantial data per flight. But there are challenges. It requires 
substantial resources. No one stakeholder has all the data that power digital twinning. Data sharing is essential 
but not easily realized as data reside in different systems & owners. Nevertheless, digital twinning does offer the 
potential to improve aircraft availability.

Roger develops 3D simulation & visualization solutions for the automotive and aerospace 
sectors – for systems ranging from military vehicles, unmanned systems, to aerospace 
equipment. Prior to joining Kalibre, he served in defence technology organizations in 
charge of vehicle fleet life cycle management – from system acquisition, fleet performance 
to system sustainment.
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TRACK 3: 4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

“CONTEXT-DRIVEN FAILURE PREDICTION ALGORITHM FOR PREDICTIVE 
MAINTENANCE OF AIRCRAFT ENGINES”

BY
DR SAEIL LEE
ST ENGINEERING

ABSTRACT
DA-STC has developed the Context-Driven Failure Prediction engine for predictive maintenance of CFM 56-7 engines from 
Boeing 737NG aircraft.

Information on engine condition was extracted from 2 years’ worth of unstructured text data in maintenance logs for 182 
engine serial numbers using Natural Language Processing, before being combined with the time-series sensor data from the 
same engines to provide time-based contextual labelling of sensor behavior. Using the time of occurrences of defects (as 
recorded in the maintenance log) as the reference points, sensor data preceding the defects were sliced in order to identify 
the trends and patterns that can be used to predict a future occurrence of the same defects.

Using the data slices, machine learning models were trained for time-series regression and to classify and predict various 
failure modes simultaneously. Decision Trees, Adaptive Boosting, and multiple neural network-based models were used to 
construct the context-driven prediction-detection engine, while ensemble techniques were used to predict future sensor 
behavior for the time-series regression model. 

This Context-Driven Failure Prediction engine can predict the engine condition and possible failures 5-85 flight cycles in advance, 
at 70-85% precision and recall accuracy, with the potential to save significant operational costs for airlines and MRO providers.

Dr Lee Saeil is a Principal Data Scientist at Data Analytic Strategic Technology Center (DA STC) of 
ST Engineering. He has a Ph. D in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering from Seoul National 
University, researching on design optimization of axial compressor blade using artificial neural 
network to enhance the aerodynamic and structural performance. After completing his Ph. 
D, he joined National University of Singapore (NUS) as a research fellow, working on aeroelastic 
optimization of aircraft wings. He is now applying data science and analytics on several projects in 
the areas of predictive maintenance, anomaly detection, and optimization.
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TRACK 3: 4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

“ADVANCED IDENTITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR A SMART AIRBASE”

BY
MR FABRICE GODEAU
VISION-BOX

ABSTRACT
Airbase, airport, MRO Centre and office facilities share one touch challenge; keeping high security, cost and labor 
efficiency, sustainability and comfort levels without making compromising decisions on any of these pillars.

The integration of biometrics and a single orchestration platform presents a world of new opportunities in 
facilitation and access to secure facilities or to specific areas using face recognizing and associated profile access. 
It also personalizes the experience through customer dedicated interactive media displays, greeting employees 
or customers by name, adjust offices to personalized illumination, thermal comfort and workstation settings.

The key enablers of the Vision-Box Mobile ID Technology, Iot-ready devices, identity virtualization, and insightful 
analytics platforms build solid, biometric-based foundations and bring ”Smart” into Airbase.

Fabrice’s background and knowledge extends to aerospace engineering, digital and 
airlines. He brings to Proudfoot over 20 years of Business Development across diverse 
industries. He graduated with a Bachelor of Business Administration and holds an 
Advanced Industrial Marketing Strategy designation from INSEAD. 

Through Fabrice’s interest and pursuance of passenger experience improvement, seamless 
travel enhancement with digital solutions, he found home at Vision-Box.

With Vision-Box, Fabrice helps Airports and Airlines embraces a modern vision of the airport 
where the passenger journey is automated through contactless biometric identification 
systems, airport management is characterized by multi-source data stream orchestration, 
and data-informed collaborative decisions are made at the distance of a click.

Taking advantage of a comprehensive identity management record of accomplishment and of proven 
technological advancements, Vision-Box™ is introducing to the marketplace an end-to-end passenger-centric 
airport system based on robust future-proof common-use solutions.

Some of the clients he has worked with include Singapore Airlines Engineering Company for their digital 
transformation, Air New Zealand for their self-service strategy with rebranding their CUSS check-in applications, 
Cathay Pacific customer experience, Changi Airport with the deployment of self-service check-in white label 
application increasing the utilisation of their current assets.

Military by education, he graduated as a sergeant at the National Active Non-Commissioned Officers School of 
Saint Maixent (France) and completed years later in Singapore - an executive education program on Advanced 
Industrial Marketing Strategy AIMS at INSEAD (Singapore). He also took a certified training course in general 
airline industry knowledge with Air Business Academy (subsidiary of Airbus).

His professional affiliations and memberships include 15 years with the French Malaysian Chamber of Commerce 
(CCI-FM), where he currently serves as Honorary Vice President. To keep up physically as well as technically with 
latest defence best practises, he also serves in the French national guard with the rank of Major.

Fabrice resides in Kuala Lumpur with his two children. In his spare time, he enjoys hiking and share the same 
passion as most Asian… eating! Foodies by passion and cook to relax.
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TRACK 3: 4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

“ACCELERATING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN AEROSPACE AND DEFENCE 
INDUSTRY”

BY
DR VINCENT CHAI WEE SERN
CAD-IT CONSULTANT (ASIA) PTE LTD

ABSTRACT

Facing an increasingly competitive, threat-filled environment, aerospace and defence companies must digitally 
transform to deliver radical innovation. Multidisciplinary simulation solutions allow engineer to couple multiple 
physics with automated and accurate data transfer, to conduct robust analysis by monitoring input and output 
parameters with sophisticated material models, which leads to ensuring product performance across and beyond 
performance envelop, reduce failure modes due to system interaction and create platforms that can support 
multiple variants.

With the advancement of computing technology, applications of Machine learning and Numerical simulation are 
becoming more mature. With the combination of IIoT and Numerical simulation platform, Engineering simulation 
based Digital Twins is possible to achieve predictive and prescriptive maintenance. Virtual replica of physical asset 
could be created with the real time operating data input from the IIoT platform. The machine learning algorithm 
that is being trained from the IIoT platform could help to monitor the assets performance and the simulation tool 
could assist on troubleshooting the problems.

Hence, this paper is going to present about the benefit of multidisciplinary simulation tool and Digital Twins on 
aerospace and defence related applications.

Dr Vincent is currently a Senior Program Manager at CAD-IT Consultants (Asia) Pte Ltd. He 
is part of the technical team that supports customers in various disciplines. He graduated 
from NTU with a Ph.D. in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, where his thesis focused 
on flapping wings aerodynamics for unmanned vehicles
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TRACK 3: 4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

“PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE BY SMARTCRAFT –  ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE CLOUD-
BASED PLATFORM FOR AIRCRAFT”

BY
MS SARIT ASSARAF
ISRAELI AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES (IAI)

ABSTRACT

In civil aviation, optimizing Reliability, Availability, Maintenance, Safety - RAMS – is key to achieving the best 
possible aircraft and fleet operation. 

The thousands of sensors found on modern aircraft provide visibility of how different individual components are 
performing. IAI’s tailored SmartCraft service, can leverage the vast amounts of data already being generated by 
these sensors to gain a deeper understanding of how the aircraft is functioning as a whole.

Backed by 55 years of R.A.M.S., certification and continuous airworthiness experience, the SmartCraft service uses 
tools such as cloud technology, machine learning and AI, to input and consolidate the sensor data, regardless 
of the code or format in which it has been created. Our smart algorithms then generate an analysis of the data, 
which is presented via a dashboard, smartphone, iPad or computer. 

This output can then be used to inform critical decisions about lifecycle costs, condition-based maintenance, 
spare parts optimization and more, enabling to maximize the operational availability and fleet performance.

Israeli Aerospace Industries is the largest aerospace company in Israel, established in 1953, provides Cutting Edge 
Technologies and Solutions for Space, Air, Land, Sea and Cyber, develops & manufactures advanced systems for 
various aerospace customers worldwide in over 90 countries.

Sarit Assaraf is the Director of the Reliability, Availability, Maintenance, Safety – RAMS Group 
at IAI since 2015.

Sarit has been working as a systems engineer and aerospace engineer since 1994 at Israeli 
Military Industries, and Israeli Aerospace Industries.

She presented at various international conferences in the US, Europe and Israel since 2006, 
and cooperated with academic leaders in publications, books and presentations. 

Sarit has a BSc. in Aerospace Engineering from the Technion (1994), MBA from The Open 
University of Israel (2014) and graduated the IAI Systems Engineering Program in 2000.
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TRACK 4: ADVANCED ENGINEERING TOPICS

“THE IMPACT OF AVIATION 4.0 ON AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE PROCESSES”

BY
TS. RICKY LIEW CHEE LEONG
SR AVIATION SDN BHD

ABSTRACT

The aviation world has evolved from aviation 1.0 era to the current aviation 4.0 era which is in-line with the 
development of industry 4.0. Technological application through digitization, big data and automation in the 
aircraft system design and operation affect not only how the airplane flies but also how the maintenance is to 
be carried out. It also signifies the importance of understanding the fundamentals of aircraft engineering and 
criticality of maintenance in keeping an aircraft as compliance to airworthiness standards. Aircraft maintenance 
professional competencies in having the right aircraft engineering knowledge, technological knowledge, 
technical skills application with the right attitude become even more critical in aviation 4.0 era. This is the era 
where aviation 2.0, aviation 3.0 and aviation 4.0 overlap each other. The impact of aviation 4.0 on the aircraft 
maintenance process needs to be understood in order to manage the whole maintenance process on an aircraft 
to increase aviation safety level.

Ts. Ricky Liew has 30 years of aircraft engineering and maintenance experience. Currently, 
he is the Head of Engineering of a MRO company providing professional aircraft 
engineering and maintenance services. He obtained his aircraft maintenance engineer’s 
license from CAA UK (1992), CAA Malaysia (1993) and FAA (1995). Completed his MBA from 
Victoria University, Melbourne in 2010. He has worked as an aircraft maintenance engineer 
in Malaysian Airlines, EVA Airways Corporation and KLM Royal Dutch airlines before taking 
the responsibility to set up his current MRO. He has published several aircraft engineering 
related papers in academic journals and several articles in the local engineering and 
technology magazines. He seeks collaborative ways to improve the aircraft engineers’ 
competencies in line with the Industry 4.0. He is a certified professional technologist 
currently serving as the Vice President of Technological Association Malaysia (TAM) and 
heads the aviation working group in TAM. He is also a Fellow of Malaysian Society for 
Engineering and Technology.
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TRACK 4: ADVANCED ENGINEERING TOPICS

“LOOKING AHEAD: LATEST INNOVATION TO MEET THE KEY CHALLENGES FOR THE 
AEROSPACE SECTOR”

BY
MR VINCENT CAULET
CETIM - CENTRE TECHNIQUE DES INDUSTRIES MÉCANIQUES

ABSTRACT

An increasing aircraft & launchers demand combined with the pressure of environmental regulations (reducing 
emissions) involve a real revolution in the whole sector; which is already underway… How to meet the emissions 
reduction challenges, increase the aircraft availability and reach the production ramp-up while achieving a high 
quality & safety level?

The subject matter of this industrial conference is to share the last breakthrough innovations, available and 
forthcoming, to fulfill these requirements: new materials and validation (such as new composites generation like 
thermoplastics…), new production ways (such as industry 4.0 implementation from manufacturing to MRO in 
the entire aerospace industry, additive manufacturing), electrical evolution trends, predictive maintenance, skill 
improvements by constantly upgrading and trainings.

Vincent Caulet was appointed Global Aeronautics & Automotive Market Manager at Cetim 
in September 2018.

With over two decades of industry experience, he joined Cetim group in November 2017, as 
a Mechanical Fatigue Sales Manager.

In previous experience to Cetim, Vincent Caulet joined Bosch Group in November 2007. 
There, he worked as Global Key Account Manager Airbus Group and started the aerospace 
business development for the industrial division (Bosch Rexroth) on an international level. 
He also represented the Bosch group in the early phases of the industry of the future 
deployment in France.

Vincent spent 8 years previously at Siemens, where he worked especially on the automotive 
market development as French Tier One Suppliers International Account Manager.

Beyond his Business Development & Project leadership, Vincent strongly promotes 
teamwork and core human values such as humility and respect.
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TRACK 4: ADVANCED ENGINEERING TOPICS

“APPLICATION OF UNSTEADY CFD SIMULATION FOR PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT 
OF AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE”

BY
MR VOO KENG SOON
DSO NATIONAL LABORATORIES

ABSTRACT

Conventionally, aircraft performance simulation required large database to determine its aerodynamic 
characteristics. This translates into large number of CFD simulations that may take several days. In some instances, 
aerodynamic interferences could not be captured accurately. Unsteady CFD simulations tightly coupled with 
trajectory simulations can offer an alternative method to overcome these constraints.

This study serves as an example on the usage of such unsteady CFD simulations in the preliminary modelling of a 
small unpowered glider that is approximately 8 inch diameter in size. Based on several estimates on the material, 
weight distribution and moment of inertia of these gliders, unsteady state computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
simulations of these gliders were made to estimate the flight trajectory under free fall conditions. Post-processing 
of these simulations allowed preliminary insights on how the CG location affected the glide ratio and flight behavior.

Mr Voo Keng Soon and his colleagues, Mr Pang Weng Wah Edward and Mr Lim Zhi Wei 
Jonathan have been practicing as aeronautical/mechanical engineers with DSO National 
Laboratories, Singapore. Their current role lies in the analysis of platform aerodynamics, 
propeller design, mechanical design and system integration.
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TRACK 4: ADVANCED ENGINEERING TOPICS

“OVERVIEW ON AEROSPACE GEARS: FROM ROBUST DESIGN TO FAILURE ANALYSIS”

BY
MR ROBERT SHANDRO
MATCOR TECHNOLOGY & SERVICES PTE LTD

ABSTRACT

In today’s world, the continuous development of new power transmission systems has resulted in increasing 
performance and efficiency as well as reduced weight and cost.
Concerning gears, the studies and modelling conducted are highly motivated by the objective to find geometries 
in which the system is able to maintain optimal behavior despite geometrical uncertainties and load variations.
This indicates a need for strong collaboration among teams in the areas of design, manufacturing and control 
with experts having good experience and knowledge of gear tooth damages in service.
The success of such collaborative approach is highly dependent on actions taken in the early stages of the design 
and analysis phase, widely identified as the primary area in which process improvements can be made.
The objective of this presentation is to show that the combination of appropriate modelling and simulation 
methods can provide solutions or designs with optimum gear behavior and great reduction in risks of failure. 
This approach integrates powerful and extensive software solutions, such as KISSsoft or ROMAX, with robust and 
multi-objective gear tooth optimization techniques and tools using a genetic algorithm.
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Mr Robert SHANDRO is a Principal Consultant with MATCOR Technology and Services Pte Ltd 
in the field of mechanical, power transmissions and materials engineering. He specializes 
in failure investigation, forensic engineering and condition assessment with more than 
30 years of consulting experience in Aerospace, Transportation, Energy, Shipbuilding and 
Public Works.

He has been involved in numerous failure analysis, forensic engineering and condition 
assessment cases locally (FRANCE) and internationally. He has also performed many power 
transmissions failure analysis, calculations, modelling and simulations for companies such 
as SAFRAN, AIRBUS, TOTAL, AVIO, EDF, NEXTER, MITSUBISHI, CGG VERITAS, ALSTOM.

Mr Robert SHANDRO is currently member of French Delegation for ISO TC60 (Technical 
Committee for Gears) and member of UNM - Office of the French Standardization System in 
the field of mechanical engineering.
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CO-AUTHORS 

• Ashley NG Kwok Weng, MATCOR Technology and Services Pte Ltd, Singapore
• Dhafer GHRIBI, MATCOR Technology and Services Pte Ltd, Singapore 
• Alexandre VADNAL, CETIM (Technical Center for Mechanical Engineering Industries), Senlis, FRANCE
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TRACK 4: ADVANCED ENGINEERING TOPICS

“INNOVATION FOR GLOBAL PILOT FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (PFE)”

BY
MR RICHARD MEARS
SURVITEC GROUP – LONDON

ABSTRACT

Survitec is a global leader in the development, design, manufacture and support of high performance flight 
safety equipment. With a focus on supporting pilots and aircrew in fast jet and rotary operations, Survitec 
continues to develop innovative capability that provides greatly enhanced levels of protection against G forces, 
thermal, ballistic and environmental threats. Survitec equipment is fully qualified and being delivered to many 
fast jet platforms including the fifth generation F-35 Lightning II and Typhoon and plans are in place to develop 
advanced solutions for the future sixth generation of fighter such as Tempest.

All Survitec systems are designed to be sustainable through life with careful consideration given to ensuring a 
long product life and minimal logistic impact, innovative solutions have been developed to ensure equipment 
availability is optimised through simple maintenance processes and a complete support package from Survitec.

Survitec will update on the advanced capability available now and in development for the future that increases 
safety of pilots and aircrews ensuring maximum performance of both the individual and aircraft is achieved. 
Survitec is proud to be a supplier to the Republic of Singapore Air Force.

Richard Mears – Global Aerospace and Defence Sales Director

29 years delivery of complex IT and service programs throughout Americas, EMEA and 
ASEAN nations.
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TRACK 4: ADVANCED ENGINEERING TOPICS

“THE F135 – THE RESULT OF FIGHTER ENGINE TECHNICAL EVOLUTION AND 
INNOVATION”

BY
MR JAMES FELLENSTEIN
PRATT & WHITNEY

ABSTRACT

The talk will re-introduce the traditional technical figures of merit of a fighter engine, provide an historical 
perspective on the propulsion community’s advancement of the figures of merits including the significant 
evolutions and innovations, and how these significant advances culminated into the F135 propulsion system.  
We will also discuss “what’s next” in next generation fighter engines.

James Fellenstein is the F135 Chief Systems Engineering Director at Pratt & Whitney and 
is responsible for overall systems integration, analysis and airworthiness for the F-35 
propulsion system. During his 21 years at Pratt & Whitney, James has been responsible for 
leading both commercial and military teams through engine development, certification, 
and sustainment phases of an engine life cycle.  He has been recognized within Pratt & 
Whitney and by its customers for his leadership and personal commitment to the war fighter. 
James has a M.S. in Mechanical Engineering and a B.S. in Aerospace Engineering from Case 
Western Reserve University, B.S. in Physics from John Carroll University, and an International 
MBA from Purdue’s Krannert School of Management.  James lives in Connecticut and on 
weekends likes to kayak and hike in the New England area.
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TRACK 4: ADVANCED ENGINEERING TOPICS

“ADVANCES IN THE PILOT LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM”

BY
MR STEVEN PEAKE
COBHAM MISSION SYSTEMS

ABSTRACT

Cobham is the world leader in design and supply of best-in-class pilot life support systems for global military 
aviation trainer, jet fighter and specialty aircraft platforms. With 40 plus years of experience in aviation oxygen 
system and onboard oxygen generation systems installed on over 6000 aircraft, Cobham has leveraged field 
information and technology enhancements to advance pilot life support systems (LSS). By focusing on the pilot and 
performance of the complete dynamic “motor to mask” system, system and component technical enhancements 
are continually being improved. The oxygen generator is the heart of the pilot LSS. With the recent introduction 
of the most advanced version of pressure swing adsorption (PSA) technology, Cobham’s SureSTREAM™ oxygen 
concentrator offers improved stability of oxygen concentration, sensors, data storage/communications 
capabilities and enhanced maintenance capabilities to meet increasing performance demands and under an 
array of dynamic flight conditions. This discussion will review the SureSTREAM™ technology developments and 
Cobham’s continued technology developments for a fully integrated pilot life support systems.

Mr Peake has a BS in Electrical Engineering from Iowa State University and has led system 
architecture, design and delivery of complex systems for over 30 years. He holds more 
than 20 US patents covering research equipment, medical devices and aircraft life support 
systems and currently holds the title of Chief Engineer.
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TRACK 5: RSAF INDIGENOUS PROJECTS

“ENHANCING DIAGNOSTICS FOR THE FIGHTERS’ ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
SYSTEM (ECS)”

BY
ME4 TOH LEH HWANG JEREMY
ME4 PANG HE LI
REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE AIR FORCE

ABSTRACT

Troubleshooting of the Fighter Aircraft ECS requires the analysis of several parameter data. Collection of data is 
therefore the first critical step towards troubleshooting of ECS defects.

Currently for the F-15SG, pressure gauges have to be connected to the existing pressure points, and instantaneous 
pressure readings will be recorded manually. In addition, due to the limited number of pressure points within the 
ECS, there is difficulty in identifying the exact defective components. In response, AeC/AELD and AeMF/807SQN 
had incorporated additional ECS test points on the F-15SG to improve the current ECS defect diagnostics 
capability. To improve the data collection process, an ECS test control panel which provides centralized ECS 
readings simultaneously was designed and fabricated. 

As for the F-16C/D, AeC and AeMF/805SQN have been developing an on-board ECS data logging system. The ECS 
data logging system which will record various pressure, temperature and electrical signals of the F-16C/D ECS will 
enhance the current ECS troubleshooting procedure based on real-time recorded data. Currently, a prototype 
data logger system had been tested successfully with the F-16C/D aircraft as a proof-of-concept. Further design 
improvement and trials will be carried out henceforth.

Technical considerations and lessons learnt from both projects will be shared.

Previously an OIC for the F-16C/D Aerosystems and Maintenance Flight, ME4 Jeremy Toh is 
currently a Staff Officer from Aerosystems Centre/AELD. He is primarily in charge of F-15SG 
technical issues related to hydraulics, pneumatics, fuel and ECS, and has been working 
closely with AeMF/807SQN to resolve several challenging technical issues. ME4 Jeremy 
Toh is also managing various self-initiated reliability and cost-saving projects such as the 
F-16C/D ECS data logger system and schedule extension of F-15SG 200-hourly Out-of-
Phase servicing tasks. Graduated from the National University of Singapore with a Bachelor 
of Mechanical Engineering (First-Class Honours), ME4 Jeremy Toh is currently pursuing his 
Masters of Science (Mechanical Engineering) at NUS.
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As the OIC for Aerosystem and Maintenance Flight (AeMF), ME4 Pang worked together with 
his OC on various innovation projects ranging from new diagnostics method to new tools 
and products that enhance work efficiency. Amongst the multiple innovative projects, four 
were awarded in Base Innovation Council and RSAF Innovation Council.
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TRACK 5: RSAF INDIGENOUS PROJECTS

“DATA ANALYTICS FOR UAV”

BY
ME4 ADRIAN TAN TZE EN
REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE AIR FORCE

ABSTRACT

Heron 1 UAV telemetry contains huge volume of data that can be analysed to identify anomalous parameters 
for troubleshooting. However, the full potential of the data has yet to be harnessed. The existing OEM telemetry 
software restricts the extent of data visualization that can be performed. In addition, there are hundreds of 
parameters within the software that can be analysed. The user must be able to determine the relevant parameters 
to be analysed and sense-make the relationships between the parameters.

811 SQN has developed a diagnostic tool built on Microsoft Power BI. Using Microsoft Power BI, we are able to 
automate anomaly detection and enhanced data visualisation. Our unit’s experience in UAV systems helped in 
developing dashboards for the individual aircraft systems such as engine, datalink and flight control systems. In 
addition, it allows us to overcome restrictions in the OEM software, allowing for non-time based graphs to be 
plotted and for multiple parameters to be superimposed into one graph. In addition, with the use of unsupervised 
machine learning, we are working on the development of prognostics capabilities for selected engine sensors to 
allow for pre-emptive replacement of engine components before failure in flight.   

ME4 Adrian Tan is an Air Force Engineer (AFE) by vocation. He graduated with Bachelor 
of Engineering (Aerospace Engineering), First Class Honours from Nanyang Technological 
University in 2013. He is currently holding on to the appointment of Officer Commanding 
(OC) Propulsion Flight, 811 SQN. He oversees the provision of Operational Engineering 
support to the UAV engine fleets. He was previously a Staff Officer in Propulsion Centre, Air 
Engineering and Logistics Department (AELD).
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TRACK 5: RSAF INDIGENOUS PROJECTS

“AUTOMATED LIGHTNING DETECTION SYSTEM”

BY
ME5 ENG KWEE GUAN
REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE AIR FORCE

ABSTRACT

After a thunderstorm, there is a need to conduct checks on aircraft parked in the open. One of the checks is to 
inspect if the aircraft had been strike by lightning and if it did, were there any damages.

Regardless of whether there was an actual strike, this check had to be carried out as there is no existing practical 
means to determine if lightning had struck; it is also not practical to put guards throughout the thunderstorm. 
Besides being manpower intensive, these checks also incur aircraft downtime.

To overcome the issue, an automated system was developed in-house to detect and locate lightning activities. 
Making use of multiple cameras and video analytics, the system is able to determine the area of lightning strikes. 
Concomitantly, Air Force Engineers can now make use of the system to assess with higher confidence if there is a 
need to carry out the lightning strike checks.

ME5 Eng Kwee Guan joined the RSAF in 1996 as a Senior Technician and is presently an Air Force 
Engineer. He has served in various appointments in Air Engineering and Logistics Department 
(AELD), Air Operations Department (AOD) and Air Power Generation Command (APGC).

Presently, ME5 Eng is a Branch Head in AELD, overseeing the airworthiness engineering of 
RSAF helicopter and transport aircraft avionics systems.

A Singapore Polytechnic merit and book prize holder, ME5 Eng was the Best RSAF Trainee in 
his Joint Polytechnic – SAF Diploma Scheme cohort, and Best Knowledge and Trainee from the 
Officer Cadet School Air Force Service Term.

Awarded the SAF Academic Training Award, he was amongst the top Electrical Engineering 
(EE) graduate from the Imperial College London and his award winning research was 
the department’s top project. He was also placed as U.K.’s top 3 EE student in a national 
competition.

A recipient of the SAF Postgraduate Award, ME5 Eng obtained an MSc in Defence Technology 
and Systems from the NUS, and an MSc in EE from the U.S. Air Force Institute of Technology 
(AFIT). Amongst the top AFIT EE graduate, ME5 Eng is a member of invite-only Tau Beta Pi 
and Eta Kappa Nu societies, and Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).
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TRACK 5: RSAF INDIGENOUS PROJECTS

“APPLICATION OF COLD SPRAY AS A REPAIR METHOD FOR AIRCRAFT STRUTURES”

BY
ME4 KELVIN BI JIAWEI – REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE AIR FORCE
MR KELVIN LOKE – ST ENGINEERING LAND SYSTEMS

ABSTRACT

Cold spray is a relatively low-temperature metal deposition process that has been used to build-up metal for 
repair of high-value components in various industry sectors. In this case, cold spray was proposed as a repair 
process for lightning-strike damage on an aircraft winglet, by depositing and building-up Aluminium 7075 on the 
damaged winglet using manual cold spray. The cold-sprayed 7075 material was characterized using several test 
methods; tensile adhesive bond strength test, tensile test, microstructure analysis and bending test.

ME4 Kelvin Bi Jiawei is an Air Force Engineer by vocation in the Republic of Singapore 
Air Force, as a structures engineer for the F-15SG and CH-47 Chinook aircraft. He holds a 
Bachelor of Engineering in Mechanical Engineering (Honours) from Nanyang Technological 
University, where he had worked on the effects of the working gas on the wear and corrosion 
resistances of cold sprayed Ti-6Al-4V coatings. His work was subsequently published in 2016 
by the journal Surface and Coatings Technology.  He is currently working on the application 
and verification of cold spray repairs on aircraft components.

Kelvin Loke is a Business Development & Sales Manager in ST Engineering Land Systems. 
He graduated from Nanyang Technological University in 2009 and holds a Bachelor with 
Honours in Materials Science & Engineering. He has more than 10 years of experience in 
Engineering and R&D of Materials & Special Processes, specialising in Thermal Spray, Cold 
Spray, Additive Manufacturing and related applications. He is currently pursuing his PhD in 
Engineering with SUSS with his thesis on the Cold Spray process.
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TRACK 5: RSAF INDIGENOUS PROJECTS

“METHODOLOGY FOR THE EXTENSION OF ENGINE OVERHAUL”

BY
ME5 KYAW KYAW HTYN
REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE AIR FORCE

ABSTRACT

In unforeseen circumstances, airlines/military operators may require the use of engines due to operational 
requirements. Engine overhaul extension provides immediate additional, with the acceptance of trade-offs in 
risks, reliability and costs. By maximizing the usage of the life limited parts in the engine, it allows the engine to 
operate beyond its overhaul interval. However, implementing an engine overhaul extension requires (1) a good 
understanding of the failure modes, effects and criticality of the engine parts, (2) technical assessment of the 
engines for overhaul extension with clearly defined criteria, and (3) balancing the costs of the next depot interval, 
forecasted reliability and technical risks. With this methodology, operators will be able to meet unforeseen 
operational requirements while ensuring safe operations.

By providing tailored engineering solutions for the RSAF, ME5 Kyaw Kyaw supports the 
F100-PW-229 engines which powers the RSAF’s F-16 aircraft fleet. He is in charge of the 
engineering and technical issues in the F100-PW-229 engine fleet.
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TRACK 5: RSAF INDIGENOUS PROJECTS

“ENHANCING UAS OPERATING SAFETY AND RISK ASSESSMENT”

BY
ME4 OH SHAN CHUN
ME4 LEE JIYOU
REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE AIR FORCE

ABSTRACT

Today, there is an increasing variety of Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) which are commercially available, in 
particular Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) drones. This has created more opportunities for UAS to be deployed 
by both government and commercial agencies with relative ease and at low cost. Similarly, UAS may potentially 
be used by the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) and there is a need to ensure that they can be deployed without 
compromising safety. To achieve this objective, specific operating conditions and mitigating measures have to be 
developed, and the UAS “impact zone” (due to technical failure) has to be determined to establish a suitable safety 
template. This requires the computation of safety distances, as well as fatality/infrastructure damage mishap 
probabilities to better define risk levels. This project looks at the methodologies that have been developed to 
compute and evaluate UAS operating risks, using academic research and engineering principles.

ME4 Oh Shan Chun is a Staff Officer from Aerodynamics Branch in the Air Engineering 
and Logistics Department. He is part of the Rotary Wing Section dealing with certification 
and safety assessment of helicopter and UAS operations. Prior to this appointment, he 
served as an Officer-in-Charge in the Naval Helicopter Flight dealing with aircraft planning, 
maintenance, and Airframe related matters. He holds a Degree in Aerospace Engineering at 
Nanyang Technological University in Singapore.

ME4 Lee Jiyou is a Staff Officer from Aerodynamics Branch in the Air Engineering and 
Logistics Department. He is responsible for the safety assessment of UAS operation and has 
developed a probabilistic model in alignment with international standards to estimate the 
mishap probability due to UAS failure. He holds a Master of Science in Aerospace Dynamics 
(Flight Dynamics and Controls) at Cranfield University in the UK.
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CO-AUTHORS 

• ME4A Gregory Foo Kit Siong
• Dr Mohamed Arif Bin Mohamed, Research Fellow, NTU
• Dr Alvin Teo Zhen Wei, Research Fellow, NTU

TRACK 5: RSAF INDIGENOUS PROJECTS

“COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS (CFD) SIMULATION OF HELICOPTER WITH 
UNDERSLUNG LOAD”

BY
ASST PROF NG BING FENG - NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
ME4A ASHLEY ANIL SARAN - REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE AIR FORCE

ABSTRACT

This study serves to investigate the unsteady motion exhibited by an underslung load carried beneath Boeing’s 
CH-47D Heavy-Lift Helicopter during static hover. Unsteady motion such as yawing of the underslung load was 
observed in flight, which could pose potential safety risks during underslung operations. This study focuses on 
utilizing Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations to conduct preliminary investigations to determine 
the aerodynamic interactions between the downwash of the helicopter’s main rotors with the underslung 
load. Extensive research on various CFD methodologies to simulate the rotational movement of the rotor 
blades such as the Moving Reference Frame (MRF) and Sliding Mesh methods were conducted. Subsequently, 
the aerodynamic loading on the underslung load obtained was used to run a Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) 
simulation to determine the forces and torques acting on the underslung load. Analysis of the results from the 
simulations showing the forces and torques in the three axes of the system support the observed lateral yawing 
and vertical translation of the underslung load during steady hover. These key findings were further substantiated 
by graphical illustrations of the velocity flow fields which reinforces the notion that the unsteady behavior of the 
underslung load is heavily influenced by the effects of the downwash from main rotor blades of the helicopter. 
Future work is in progress to extend the study to a helicopter in static hover with the presence of crosswinds and 
improve the accuracy of the simulations by leveraging on 2-way FSI methodologies.

Ng Bing Feng is Assistant Professor with the School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 
in Nanyang Technological University. He received his PhD from Imperial College London under 
the sponsorship of the Singapore National Research Foundation Energy Innovation Programme 
Office (NRF EIPO). Over the years, he has developed his own numerical model for unsteady 
aerodynamics, structural vibration, aeroelasticity and load analysis on flexible turbine blades, 
for which the results were presented at leading conferences and published in top-notch 
journals in the field of wind/marine energy. His current research interest is in aeroelasticity, 
helicopter dynamics, building and environment engineering and energy systems.

ME4A Ashley Anil Saran is currently pursuing a B.Eng Aerospace Engineering from Nanyang 
Technological University, Singapore under the SAF Academic Scholarship. As an Air Force 
Engineer with a strong interest in CFD simulations, Ashley undertook the opportunity to 
continue the project and extend the investigation to include the effects of crosswinds as 
well as conduct experiments to validate the results for the static hover case.
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